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Abstract
This dissertation consists of two parts. In the first part, we address a class of weakly-coupled
multi-commodity network design problems characterized by restrictions on path flows and
'soft' demand requirements. In the second part, we address the abstract problem of maxi-
mizing non-decreasing submodular functions over independence systems, which arises in a
variety of applications such as combinatorial auctions and facility location. Our objective is
to develop approximate solution procedures suitable for large-scale instances that provide
a continuum of trade-offs between accuracy and tractability.
In Part I, we review the application of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to mixed-integer
programs. We then define a class of multi-commodity network design problems that are
weakly-coupled in the flow variables. We show that this problem is NP-complete, and
proceed to develop an approximation / reformulation solution approach based on Dantzig-
Wolfe decomposition. We apply the ideas developed to the specific problem of airline
fleet assignment with the goal of creating models that incorporate more realistic revenue
functions. This yields a new formulation of the problem with a provably stronger linear
programming relaxation, and we provide some empirical evidence that it performs better
than other models proposed in the literature.
In Part II, we investigate the performance of a family of greedy-type algorithms to the
problem of maximizing submodular functions over independence systems. Building on pi-
oneering work by Conforti, Cornu6jols, Fisher, Jenkyns, Nemhauser, Wolsey and others,
we analyze a greedy algorithm that incrementally augments the current solution by adding
subsets of arbitrary variable cardinality. This generalizes the standard best-in greedy al-
gorithm, at one extreme, and complete enumeration, at the other extreme. We derive
worst-case approximation guarantees on the solution produced by such an algorithm for
matroids. We then define a continuous relaxation of the original problem and show that
some of the derived bounds apply with respect to the relaxed problem. We also report on a
new bound for independence systems. These bounds extend, and in some cases strengthen,
previously known results for standard best-in greedy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Part I
We address the optimal design of capacitated networks serving multiple commodities si-
multaneously. Commodities can be physical goods, utility supplies, or information flows.
The objective is to determine how much capacity to install on each link of the network
and how to route commodity flows, subject to various demand and operational constraints,
in order to maximize some well-defined objective function such as net revenue. A formal
definition of this problem is provided in Chapter 3. The wide range of applications that
can be cast as multi-commodity network design problems makes this class of problems one
of the most practically significant in the field of optimization. It also embodies many of the
core theoretical and computational issues underlying more general optimization problems.
For good expositions of different types of network design problems, their applications, and
various methods used to solve them, the reader is referred to the surveys by Magnanti and
Wong [MaW84] and Minoux [Min89] and to the handbooks edited by Ball et al. [BMM95a,
BMM95b].
Basic versions of the network design problem are difficult to solve in a theoretical as
well as in a practical sense. Theoretically, many of the simplest versions are NP-hard.
Practically, network design problems give rise to mixed-integer programming formulations
that have notoriously weak linear programming (LP) relaxations, and are, therefore, elusive
to solve using standard LP-based branch-and-bound methods.
A major cause of LP fractionality arises from the interplay between the discrete (ca,
pacity design) variables and the continuous (flow) variables. Because capacity provision is
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penalized in the objective function, LP relaxations of standard network design formulations
provide 'just enough' capacity on each arc to accommodate flow. The simple fact that it
is unlikely for flow value on any given arc to coincide with any one of the discrete capacity
levels available for that arc implies that fractionality permeates the LP solution, rendering
branch-and-bound schemes ineffective. Not surprisingly, much of the research on network
design problems has the goal of devising generic methods to strengthen LP relaxations.
This research draws from and contributes to ideas in the more general setting of large-scale
mixed-integer programming. The classical approach of Dantzig-Wolfe (DW) decomposi-
tion, developed originally for linear programs, is now emerging as an attractive approach to
strengthening the relaxation of integer programs. We view DW decomposition for integer
programs as essentially a formalism for the enumeration of partial solutions in discrete sets.
Our objectives in Part I of this dissertation are three-fold, corresponding to three levels
of generality:
a) In Chapter 2, we provide an exposition of selected literature pertaining to the gen-
eration, comparison, and solution of alternative reformulations of mixed-integer pro-
grams. We focus on DW type approaches, and provide a basic exposition that forms
a foundation for the following chapters.
b) In Chapter 3, we specialize our discussion to network design problems, and argue
that DW decomposition methods lead to strong formulations by eliminating the flow
variables. This comes at the expense of increasing the number of integer variables.
Hence, for this method to work in practice, we need to consider problem instances
characterized by a weak coupling of the flow variables. This is essentially equivalent
to problems with restrictions on path flows. We analyze the complexity of a core class
of weakly-coupled problems and present algorithms that specialize the techniques of
DW reformulation to deal with such instances.
c) Finally, in Chapter 4, we apply the ideas developed in Chapter 3 to the specific
problem of airline fleet assignment with the goal of creating models that incorporate
more realistic revenue functions. We show how the DW reformulation approach yields
a new formulation of the problem that is more general and performs better than those
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previously proposed in the literature. Limited computational results based on data
drawn from a major airline show significant monetary savings.
Presenting the DW reformulation approach through a continuum of problems ranging
from the most general to the very specific helps 'demystify' some of the ad hoc mechanics
of specific applications and enables the identification of instances that can benefit from the
same approach. It also reflects our opinion that for an implementation of a general method
to succeed in practice it often has to be tailored to the specifics (structure and data) of a
particular application. We also favor solution methods that present a family of trade-offs
between accuracy (degree of approximation) and tractability (computational burden).
17
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Chapter 2
Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition for
Mixed-Integer Programs
In this chapter we first position DW decomposition within the larger picture of 'extended
reformulations'. We then outline the literature pertaining to DW methods for linear and
pure integer programs. The master formulation is developed in Section 2.3 followed, in
Section 2.4, by an analysis of its LP strength. Finally, in Section 2.5, we conclude by
outlining solution procedures for solving the master formulation.
Most of the material in this chapter is a synthesis of standard treatments of DW de-
composition. We provide a summary treatment here, including essential proofs, not for
novelty, but for completeness and as foundation for the rest of Part I. The reader is referred
to cited references for more detailed expositions.
2.1 Extended Reformulations
It is well known that a given problem can have different formulations that are all logically
equivalent yet differ significantly from a computational point of view. This has moti-
vated the study of systematic procedures for generating, solving, and comparing alternative
formulations.
Broad classifications of these procedures are outlined by Geoffrion [Geo70a, Geo70b], and
Martin [Mar99]. The framework outlined by Martin distinguishes between methods that
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operate in the original space of variables and those that do not. The former are essentially
cutting plane methods while the latter are variable redefinition methods. Cutting plane
methods are aimed at finding better polyhedral approximations of the convex hull of feasible
solutions. Variable redefinition methods have been subdivided by Martin [Mar99] into:
1. Projection methods. These are methods that remove variables from the original for-
mulation, usually at the expense of adding an exponential number of new constraints.
Examples include Fourier-Motzkin elimination and Benders' decomposition.
2. Inverse projection methods. These are methods that remove constraints from the
original formulation, usually at the expense of adding an exponential number of vari-
ables.
Inverse projection methods include DW reformulation which is the focus of this review.
From an intuitive viewpoint, the new variables can be described as composite variables; that
is, variables expressing multiple decisions or the enumeration of partial solutions. From
a polyhedral viewpoint, the added variables are convexity weights associated with finite
generators of the polyhedral or integer set defined by the removed constraints. These
formulations are closely tied to solution algorithms that exploit their special structure;
the most popular being delayed column generation and, its extension to integer problems,
branch-and-price.
2.2 Literature Review
We outline the literature on the theory and practice of DW methods for linear and integer
programs. For an exposition of this and other large-scale optimization techniques the
reader is referred to Martin [Mar99].
First we review DW decomposition for linear programs. The pioneering work in this
area is that of Ford and Fulkerson [FoF58], Dantzig and Wolfe [DaW60], and Gilmore and
Gomory [GiG61, GiG63]. See Lasdon [Las70] for a classic survey. A number of variations
and extensions to the basic DW scheme have been proposed. One notable extension
is by Todd [Tod90O] who established an interior point framework. Aside from storage
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space advantages of DW implementations, most computational experience reported in the
literature for linear programs has failed to find conclusive evidence of running time merits.
Ho [Ho87] attributes this to the lack of sophistication of reported implementations of DW
methods in comparison to the highly sophisticated implementations of commercial LP codes.
He reports experiments where advanced implementations of DW yield promising results.
The method remains theoretically appealing (because of its economic interpretations and
as a generalization of the Simplex method), but has not enjoyed widespread applicability as
a solution technique for large-scale linear programs. However, its closely related technique
of column generation has enjoyed much success as an independent solution method for
problems where the initial (or natural) formulation exhibits a huge number of variables.
The ideas underlying DW reformulation can be readily extended to pure integer pro-
grams; see Vanderbeck and Wolsey [VaW96], Barnhart et al. [BJN98], and Vanderbeck
[VanOO]. In contrast to linear programs, this reformulation scheme is particularly attractive
for integer programs because of the tightening of the LP relaxation it generally achieves.
If the resulting master formulation has very little fractionality at the root node then the
problem can be solved as a linear program using column generation methods followed by
some heuristic rounding-off. In cases where fractionality is excessive, incorporating column
generation into the branch-and-bound tree is possible though not straightforward. Combin-
ing column generation and branch-and-bound is called branch-and-price and is the subject
of recent and current research. An example is given by Vanderbeck and Wolsey [VaW96].
We briefly discuss branch-and-price in Section 2.5. For a more thorough exposition of
branch-and-price the reader is referred to Barnhart et al. [BJN98].
It should be pointed out that DW reformulation approaches are equivalent (perhaps
in a dual sense) to Lagrangian relaxation methods. For details of the latter and proofs
of equivalence, the reader is referred to Magnanti, Shapiro, and Wagner [MSW76], Martin
[Mar99], and Wolsey [Wo198].
We briefly note that an extended reformulation strategy has been suggested by Sherali
and Adams [ShA90, ShA94] for binary mixed integer programs having nonlinear objective
functions (as long as these functions are polynomial in the integer variables). It yields a
hierarchy of relaxations spanning the range from the standard LP relaxation to the convex
21
hull of the feasible region.
Applications of DW reformulation and column generation are pervasive in the literature.
Transportation and logistical applications have, in particular, been fruitful areas for the
application of these techniques. Desrosiers et al. [DDS95] present an extensive exposition
of these techniques in the context of routing and fleet scheduling problems with complex
spatial and temporal constraints (fleets being aircraft, trucks, buses, railway locomotives
etc.). Specific applications include Appelgren [App69, App71], Desrosiers et al. [DSD84],
Desrochers et al. [DDS92], and Dumas et al. [DDS91]. Airline applications include Crainic
and Rousseau [CrR87], Desrochers and Soumis [DeS89], Lavoie et al. [LM089], Desaulniers
et al. [DDD97], and Gamanche et al. [GSM99]. Armacost et al. [ABW02] and Barnhart et
al. [BKK02] present service network design applications. Applications to multi-commodity
network flows include Jones et al. [JLF93] and Barnhart et al. [BHJ95, BHVOO]. In all
these applications, DW methods offer an approach to deal with large problem instances
or to incorporate more realistic assumptions in models of complex problems. Degree of
success depends on the level of fractionality of the master LP and the effectiveness in solving
the pricing subproblems. In some applications, we have observed that degeneracy can be
particularly problematic in solving master LPs.
2.3 The Master Formulation
Consider the following mixed-binary optimization problem which we refer to as the initial
formulation (INITIAL):
max z(x, y) := f(x) + 1(y) (2.1)
Xy
subject to
Ax+ Gy < b, (2.2)
(x,Y) E S := Pn(t x ZP). (2.3)
where:
x B is a vector of binary decision variables;
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· y E RP is a vector of continuous decision variables;
* f: [0, 1] - R is a concave function (concavity is for part (iv) of Proposition 2.2 to
hold. Otherwise, any finite nonlinear function can be assumed);
* 1: RP - 7R is an affine function;
* P is a bounded polyhedron;
* A x + G y < b are m linear coupling constraints. A, G, and b are matrices and vectors
of conformable dimensions.
Let F denote the feasible set of INITIAL. F is the intersection of S and the polyhedron
defined by the coupling constraints A x+Gy < b. We assume that INITIAL has an optimal
solution.
Note that implicit in this formulation is a partitioning of the constraint set into two
subsets, one set defining the coupling constraints and the other set defining the polyhedron
P. We take this partitioning as a given, although the results developed below can offer
some guidance on how to select P. The main question addressed here is how to exploit the
structure of INITIAL in order to solve large-scale instances effectively.
A basic concept underlying the inverse projection reformulation is the fact that any
polyhedron can be generated from a finite set of extreme points and extreme rays. We
need only consider extreme points because we assumed that P is bounded.
Let projB(S) denote the projection of S onto the subspace defined by the binary vari-
ables; that is, projB(S) := {x E Bn : (x,y) E S for some y E RP}. Now select any
X C Bn such that projB(S) C X. For each x E X, define Px to be the subset of
the polyhedron P consisting of all elements whose binary subvector equals x; that is,
P := {(u, v) E Bn x Zp : (u, v) E P and u = x}. Let E, be the set of extreme points of
Px and let E := Ux2x Ex denote the union of all extreme points.
Let C := [A!G] E mX(n+p) denote the concatenation of the A and G matrices. We
associate with each element x E X a binary variable I, E B. Additionally, we associate
with each extreme point e E Es a scalar variable A,e E [0, 1]. We use the short-hand
notation /i and A to denote the vectors of these binary and scalar variables, respectively.
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The master formulation (MASTER) corresponding to INITIAL is:
max (A,) := [f(x)i x + E l(y)A%,e] (2.4)
,A zGEX e=(z,y)EEz
subject to
E Z (Ce)Ax,e < b, (2.5)
xGX eEE,
= E Az,, VXsX, (2.6)
eEE=
E Hz~ = 1, (2.7)
zxX
l e B, Vx EX, (2.8)
Ax,e Z+, Ve E, Vx E X. (2.9)
Note the following properties of the master formulation:
* A new set of decision variables replaces the original ones in INITIAL. The binary
variable pz represents the selection of the integral portion of a solution. The set X can
be viewed as the enumeration of all such integral solutions. The continuous portion
of the solution is now represented as a convex combination of the extreme points of
a polyhedron Px as defined by the convexity weights {AX,e}eEEz. The constraints
Az = ZecE, Ax,e, Vx E X represent the 'activation' of the convexity constraint given
the selection of integral component x.
* The objective function of MASTER is linear in the decision variables even though the
original objective function of INITIAL is, in general, nonlinear in the binary variables.
Therefore, MASTER is a linear mixed-binary program.
* The number of variables in MASTER is generally exponential in the number of vari-
ables in INITIAL. This arises from the enumeration of the discrete set X as well
as the enumeration of all extreme points corresponding to P, for each x E X. The
number of constraints in MASTER can also be higher than that of INITIAL if the
cardinality of X is larger than the number of constraints required to define P.
* The validity of MASTER assumes the existence of at least one binary variable; that
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is n > 1. If INITIAL is a linear program with no integer variables, then we could
perform a simple transformation where a dummy binary variable is augmented to
each vector of continuous variables. If F is the feasible set of the original formulation
then a new feasible set F' could be defined where y E F if and only if (1,y) E F'.
It is straightforward to observe that in this case constraints (2.7) and (2.8) can be
eliminated from MASTER and the left hand-side of constraint (2.6) can be set to 1,
yielding the traditional LP master formulation.
* If INITIAL is a pure binary program, then E = {x} for each x E X. In this case,
constraint (2.7) represents a selection of an element of X.
The potential advantage of linearization is overshadowed by the explosion in number of
variables. However, we show below that even if the objective function in INITIAL is linear,
the master formulation typically has a stronger LP relaxation which, together with column
generation techniques, can render it more tractable computationally. Before proving this
in the next section, we need to define a third formulation that plays an intermediate role
between INITIAL and MASTER. We refer to the following as the convexified formulation
(CONV). It is defined within the same space of variables as the initial formulation.
max z(x, y) := f(x) + (y) (2.10)
x,y
subject to
Ax+Gy < b, (2.11)
(x,y) E conv(E), (2.12)
(x,y) E ( x RP). (2.13)
2.4 Analysis
In this section we analyze the relationship between INITIAL and CONV followed by the
relationship between CONV and MASTER. Each of the three formulations discussed has a
continuous relaxation version obtained simply by replacing the binary constraint B by the
continuous unit interval [0, 1]. A summary of notation used is tabulated below.
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Notation 2.1
Formulation
INITIAL CONV MASTER
Binary Feasible set F Q Q
version Optimal value zi* z c* zm *
Continuous Feasible set F Q Q
relaxation Optimal value i* C* m*
2.4.1 Relation Between INITIAL and CONV
The result of this section can be summarized as follows: The binary version of the initial
formulation is equivalent to the binary version of the convexified formulation. However,
the continuous relaxation of the convexified formulation is at least as strong (and typically
stronger) than that of the initial formulation. This is true as long as projB(S) C X.
Proposition 2.1
i) FD Q;
ii) F = Q;
iii) zi* = zC*;
iv) i* > V*.
Proof.
1. FDQ:
This follows from the fact that E C P and therefore, conv(E) C P.
2. F=Q:
Note that by definition of Ez and the fact that P is bounded, conv(E,) = P, for each
x E X. The integrality restrictions guarantee that the subvector of binary decision variables
in any feasible solution equals some x E X.
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3. i* = Zc*
This follows directly from (2) above because both INITIAL and CONV have the same
objective function.
4. i* > j* :
This follows directly from (1) above because both INITIAL and CONV have the same
objective function. ·
2.4.2 Relation Between CONV and MASTER
We now turn attention to the relation between the convexified and master formulations.
The result here can be summarized as follows: The master and convexified formulations
are equivalent (through a linear transformation) in their binary versions. In general, the
continuous relaxation of MASTER is stronger than the continuous relaxation of CONV.
The continuous relaxations become equivalent if the concave function f is affine. In this
case, the convexified formulation can be viewed as the master formulation in the original
variable space. This is true as long as projB(S) C X.
Notation 2.2
For any point (A, /) E a where A is the vector [Ax,e]xEX, ecEZ and t is the vector [LZx]xEX,
define the linear transformation
T((A, /)) := ExZ x EeEE, e Az,e. (2.14)
For any set U C Q, let
T(U) := T((A, )) : (A,/A) E U}.
In other words, T(U) is the image of U under the linear transformation T defined by the
extreme points e E Ex, x E X.
Proposition 2.2
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i) Q = T(Q)
ii) Q = T(Q);
iii) zc* = zm*;
iv) C* > TM,*;
v) c* = lm* if the function f is afine.
Proof.
1. Q C T():
Consider any q = (x',y') E Q. Therefore, Ax' + Gy' < b and q E conv(E). The latter
implies that there exists a vector A = [Ax,e]xEX, eEE of scalars satisfying
q = Exx ZeEE. e Ax,e,
ExEX ZeEE Ax,e = 1, and
Ax,e > 0 for all e E Ex, x E X.
Set the vector l such that Lx = ZeE.z Az,e Vx E X. It can be verified that (A, L) satisfies
the constraints of the continuous relaxation of MASTER and therefore (A, u) E Q. This
implies q E T(n) by definition of the transformation T.
2. Q D T(f) :
Consider any t = (x', y') E T(Q). We need to show that t satisfies the constraints of the
continuous relaxation of CONV. According to the definition of T, t = ExEX theEEe e Ax,e
for some (A, L) E Q. Therefore, (A, il) satisfies the constraints of the continuous relaxation
of MASTER. The inequality E E (Ce) Ax,e < b, implies Ax' + Gy' < b. (A, l) E Q
xEX eEz
also implies that A constitutes a valid vector of convexity weights. The relation t =
zx ZeEax e Ax,e implies t E conv(E). Finally it is easy to verify that x' E [0, 1]n .
1 and 2 imply Q = T(Q).
3. Q C T(Q):
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The proof is essentially the same as that in (1) above. The only difference is that
q = (x',y') E Q implies that x' E B. Therefore, the extreme points defining the convex
combination of q must all have the same binary component x'. The expression p =
ZeEE, Ax,e yields Hx = 1 if x = x' and 0 otherwise. Therefore, p is integral and (, ,p) E Q.
4. Q D T(Q):
The proof is the same as that in (2) above, with the exception that (A, I) E SI implies
that is integral and, therefore, x' E B'.
3 and 4 imply Q = T(Q).
5. For any (A,p) E Q and (x',y') = T((A,s)), ((A, ) = z(x',y'):
The binary restriction on p in MASTER implies that = 1 for x = x' and 0 otherwise.
Therefore,
((,IL) = E [ f(X) +
xX
Z l(y) A,e]
e=(x,y)EEz
= f(x') + E 1(y) Ax',e
e=(z'x,y)EEx
= f(x') + E l(Ax,,ey)
e=(x',y)EEx,
= f(x')+ (y')
= Z(X, y').
where we have utilized the assumption that the function is affine in y and that e=(x',y)Ei Ax',e =
1.
6. zc * = zm* :
This follows directly from 3, 4, and 5 above.
7. For any w = (A,1p) E and (x',y') = T(w), ((A,pL) < z(x',y'):
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Note that the vector /, provides can be regarded as a vector of convexity weights applied
to values of the function f.
C(A, ) = E [f(x) A+ E l(y) AX,e ]
zEX e=(z,y)EEz
< f(x') + Z l(y) A,e
xEX e=(x,y)EEz
= f(x') + E E I(Ax,ey)
xEX e=(z,y)EE.
= f(x') + l(y')
z(x', y').
where the inequality stems from the assumption that f is concave. We have also utilized
the assumption that the function I is linear in y.
8. c* > m* :
This follows directly from 1, 2, and 7 above.
9. c* = m* if the function f is affine:
If the function is affine then the relation ((A, p) < z(x', y') developed in 7 will hold with
equality. ·
These results provide the main motivations behind using DW decomposition to solve
large-scale mixed-binary problems: the master formulation has a stronger continuous relax-
ation than the initial formulation. This implies it is potentially more suited for LP-based
branch-and-bound schemes.
2.4.3 Decomposable Systems
In various applications, the set S is decomposable into smaller independent subproblems.
That is, S = S1 x S2 X ... X SJ , typically corresponding to a block diagonal structure of the
constraint matrix describing the polyhedron P. If EJ denotes the set of finite generators of
Sj then it can be shown that the set of finite generators of the full set S can be expressed
as E = E x E 2 X ... x E J. In this case the master formulation assumes the form below.
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Here we have employed a straightforward extension of the notation introduced earlier, with
superscripts denoting subproblems. We have also partitioned the matrix C := [A!G]
into submatrices Cj := [AjiGj] corresponding to the variables in each of the independent
subproblems.
J
max ((A, /) := [ f(x) + E 1(y) A,e] (2.15)
adz j=1 zEX e=(z,y)EEj
subject to
J
Z Z Z (CJe)A,e < b, (2.16)j=1GXi eEEi
/1 = E Ae Vx E Xj, j =1,...,J,17)
/ =1, j=1, ..., J, (2.18)
/19 EB, Vx E X, j = 1, ..., J, (2.19)
, e E R+, e E E, V E X, j = 1,...,J. (2.20)
The presence of a decomposable structure, especially one where [Ejl is small for each j,
typically tames the exponential explosion of the number of variables in the master formu-
lation. The strive to exploit such decomposition provided the initial motivation for DW
reformulations and explains why it is often called DW decomposition.
2.5 Solution Algorithms
2.5.1 Solving the Linear Programming Relaxation of the Master Formu-
lation
The LP relaxation of the master formulation has more than El variables. As lEl is typically
huge, it is impractical to solve this LP directly. Instead, delayed column generation methods
are used. The standard implementation of column generation for (pure continuous) linear
programs is a well established technique and the reader is referred to any of the standard
textbooks covering it such as [BeT97]. Briefly stated, a restricted master problem is solved
on a subset of variables and additional variables (elements of E) are identified that could
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improve the objective value through a pricing subproblem. The columns are generated and
added to the restricted master problem. The process is repeated until no more columns
can be generated and the procedure terminates with an optimal solution to the master.
Column generation can be viewed as an implementation of the revised-simplex method with
Dantzig's pivoting rule where entering variables are generated by the pricing subproblem.
The objective function of the pricing subproblem is derived from the optimal dual vari-
ables associated with the restricted master problem. The extreme points of the feasible set
of the pricing subproblem are the incidence vectors of elements of E. Hence the pricing
problem is a mixed-binary program.
2.5.2 Solving the Master Formulation to Integrality
In the case of mixed-integer programs, the master formulation needs to be solved to inte-
grality. An LP-based branch-and-bound scheme is typically employed where the LP at each
node is again solved using LP column generation. The approach is called branch-and-price.
The implementation is not straightforward because variable fixing has implications on the
structure of the subproblem. For an exposition of the issues associated with branch-and-
price, the reader is referred to Barnhart et al. [BJN98].
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Chapter 3
A Class of Weakly-Coupled
Network Design Problems
In this chapter we specialize the DW reformulation strategy, developed in Chapter 2, to a
class of 'weakly-coupled' network design problems. This class of problems is a generalization
of the airline fleet assignment application discussed in Chapter 4.
We begin by stating a standard form of the network design problem. We then introduce
a number of modifications that eventually lead to a variation of the standard problem that
we label as 'weakly-coupled in the flow variables'. This is essentially a problem with path
restrictions on commodity flows but with 'soft' demand requirements. We prove that the
decision version of this problem is NP-complete. We then investigate a solution approach
based on DW reformulation tailored to instances of this problem including those that are
'strongly-coupled in the design variables'. The procedure is designed to achieve a trade-off
between accuracy and tractability.
3.1 Problem Statement
Consider a simple directed graph G = (N, A) where N is the set of nodes and A is the set
of arcs. Associated with each arc a E A is a finite set Ca C Z+ of capacity levels. We note
that a capacity level set Ca might be specified more compactly than by a list of values. For
instance, it could be specified as all non-negative integer combinations of a small number
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of levels. The cost of providing capacity on arc a is given by a nondecreasing function
ya: Ca -- Z. We assume that exactly one capacity level must be chosen for each arc. The
set Ca may of course include a 'zero' capacity level.
The network is required to support the flows of a set K of commodities. We assume, with
some loss of generality, that each commodity k is specified by a single origin-destination pair.
Note, however, that in many significant applications, such as telecommunication networks,
this assumption is natural. For each commodity k, the origin node is denoted o(k) and the
destination node is denoted d(k). Let pk denote the set of all directed paths from o(k) to
d(k) in G. A flow cost op E Z+ is associated with each unit of flow of commodity k on
path p E p k . We initially assume that a fixed demand of bk E Z+ units is required to flow
from origin to destination.
The decision variable fpk represents the flow quantity of commodity k on path p E pk.
The design variable xa represents the capacity level selected on arc a. The short-hand
notation f and x will be used to denote the vectors of all flow variables and all design
variables, respectively.
The standard network design problem (NDP) can be formulated as follows:
ZP= min a(xa)+ E E ak k (3.1)
NDP f aEA kEK pepk
subject to
E E pk f- Xa<, aEA, (3.2)
kEK pEPk :p3a
fk = bk, k E K, (3.3)
pEPk
fk E R., p E pk, k E K, (3.4)
Xa E Ca, a E A. (3.5)
Essentially the problem is to determine where to install capacity and how to allocate
flow among alternative paths in order to minimize total cost.
Problem NDP and a number of its special cases are NP-hard. Also, these problems
often exhibit weak LP relaxations. For surveys on applications, polyhedral structure,
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and solution algorithms of NDP the reader is referred to Balakrishnan, Magnanti, and
Mirchandani [BMM95a], Magnanti and Wong [MaW841, and Minoux [Min89].
We now define a variant of [NDP] by introducing two modifications:
1. We allow 'soft' demand; that is, a demand range [k,bk], 0 < bk < ek, is specified
for each commodity k. Any flow from origin to destination whose total value for
each commodity falls within the specified range is considered to have met demand
requirements.
2. We restrict the set of path flows for each commodity to a single path only. That is,
we replace pk by a single path pk E pk that any flow of commodity k must follow.
We allow the possibility that flow along a path might incur a per unit revenue as well
as a per unit cost. We choose a revenue viewpoint, and associate with each unit of
flow of commodity k along path pk a 'net revenue' rk E Z, which can be positive,
zero, or negative.
For simplicity, we make two assumptions that are non-restrictive:
Al. rk > 0: Instances with commodities having negative rk values can be pre-processed
by setting the flow values for those commodities equal to their minimum demand
requirements and updating capacity levels accordingly.
A2. bk = 0: Any instance can be reduced to this form through a simple additive trans-
formation of the variables.
Letting fk denote the flow variable associated with commodity k, the modified problem,
which we refer to as the weakly-coupled network design problem (WNDP), is formulated as
follows:
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ZNDP ma xzWNDP(x,f) rk fk - Ya(Xa) (3.6)
WNDP ,f kEK aEA
subject to
E fk - Xa< 0, a E A, (3.7)
kEK:aEPk
0 O fk < k, k K, (3.8)
Xa E Ca, a E A. (3.9)
The assumption of single predefined paths for each commodity is clearly restrictive.
However, it does capture a number of applications of interest. In particular, the airline fleet
assignment application discussed in Chapter 4 satisfies this assumption where a commodity
represents an itinerary which is a predefined sequence of flight legs (arcs). In some simple
hub-and-spoke networks, the assumption of unique paths might also be justifiable. More
importantly, however, the single path assumption is a first step towards understanding
network structures characterized by a small number of alternative paths.
The single path assumption does away with routing decisions. The main trade-off is
between revenue gained from quantity supplied, on the one hand, and capacity cost paid
to support such flow, on the other hand. Surprisingly, the author is not aware of any
systematic body of literature that addresses the computational issues surrounding WNDP.
3.2 Computational Complexity
Before addressing the complexity of WNDP, we draw attention in the next example to a
polynomially solvable special case.
Example 3.1
Consider an instance of WNDP where commodity paths do not intersect. That is, for
any two distinct commodities kl and k2, pkl npkl = . In this case, the problem decomposes
by commodity. Therefore, assume that the underlying graph G = (N, A) consists of a single
path P = (, V2,..., Vn) where N = vi : i = 1,...,n} and A = (vi, vi+l) : i =- 1,...,n-1}.
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Assume Ca is specified by a list of values for each a E A (as opposed to succinct description
giving rise to a super-polynomial set of capacity levels). K consists of a single commodity
with origin v1, destination v,, per unit revenue r > 0, and demand limits b and b. Let f
denote the commodity's flow value.
This simple problem can be solved as follows. Let C = UaqA Ca. An optimal solution
exists where f E C. Therefore, for each c E C, set xa(c) = min/l e Ca: I > c. Compute
z(c) := r c - aA a(xa(c)). Finally, pick the solution yielding the maximum value of
z(c).
The question we wish to address now is: what is the computational complexity of
WNDP? More precisely, what is the computational complexity of the following decision
version of WNDP:
Problem 3.1 WNDP'
INSTANCE: Simple directed graph G = (N, A); commodity set K, each commodity
characterized by an origin node, o(k), a destination node, d(k), a path pk E pk, an upper
demand requirement, bk E Z+, and a per unit revenue, rk E Z; capacity level set Ca C Z+
and capacity cost function Ya : Ca -- Z for each a E A; a scalar s E Z.
QUESTION: Does there exist a feasible solution (x, f) to WNDP with ZWNDP(x, f) >
s?
Proposition 3.1
Problem WNDP' is NP-complete.
Proof.
Clearly, WNDP' is in the class NP. We show it is NP-complete by reduction from
INDEPENDENT SET (problem [GT20] in Garey and Johnson [GaJ79]).
An instance I' of INDEPENDENT SET is given by an undirected graph G' = (V, E)
and a positive integer s < IVI. The question is whether G' contains an independent set
of cardinality s or more. X C V is an independent set if and only if no two vertices in
X share an edge in E. Let n := IVI and m := El. Label the vertices and edges of G'
such that V = {(v, ..., vn) and E = {(e, ..., em}. Let Ei denote the set of edges incident on
vertex vi.
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We polynomially transform I' into an instance I of WNDP' on a simple directed graph
G = (N, A). The idea of the transformation is to associate with each vertex in V a
commodity in G. Paths for two commodities are constructed so that they intersect if and
only if the corresponding vertices share an edge. The remaining problem parameters are set
such that WNDP' reduces to the problem of selecting the maximum number of arc-disjoint
paths. An illustration of this transformation is provided at the end of the proof. Formally,
the instance of WNDP' is constructed as follows:
1. N := nij : i = O,..., m and j = 0,..., n;
2. A = A U A2 where
A1 := {(nij,ni+lj): i = O,...,m- 1; j = O,...,n}; and
* A2 := {(ni,j,ni,o): i = 0, ...,m - 1; j = 1, ...,n} U {(ni,o,nij): i 1,...,m; j =
1, ...,n}.
3. K ={ (1,...,n}. For each k E K,
· o(k) = no,k;
· d(k) = nn,k;
* pk is the unique path defined by the union of the following sets of arcs:
- (ni-,o,ni,o) :e e Ek} C Al;
- (ni-l,k, ni,k) ei t Ek} C Al;
- (no,k,nO,) : el Ek} U {(ni,k,rni,o) : ei Ek and ei+l E Ek for 1 < i >
m-1} C A 2 ;
- (ni,,o, ni,k) : ei E Ek and ei+l Ek for 1 < i < m - 1} U ((nm,o,nm,k):
em E Ek} C A2;
* bk = 1;
· rk =m+l;
4. Ca = 0, 1} for all a E A;
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5. ya(0 ) = 0 for all a E A; -a(l) = 1 for all a E Al and 0, otherwise.
This transformation is polynomial in the size of an INDEPENDENT SET instance. It
is useful to think of the each arc (ni-1,o,ni,o) in G as associated with edge ei in G' and
each commodity k in I as associated with vertex vk in G'. Note that if paths pkl and pk2
intersect then their intersection is precisely the arc corresponding to the edge vk 1, vk 2 } in
G'. Also note that IPk n All = m for all k E K.
We now show that there exists an independent set, X, in instance I' of cardinality IXI >
s if and only if there exists a feasible solution (x, f) to WNDP of value ZWNDP (X, f) > s.
i) Suppose an independent set, X, exists of cardinality XI > s. Then construct a feasible
solution to WNDP by selecting capacity level 1 for each arc on each path correspond-
ing to a vertex in the independent set. That is, Ca = 1 for all a E {a' E pk: k E X}.
All other capacity levels can be set to zero. Note that, as observed above, the paths
whose capacity equal 1 do not intersect. Therefore, each path can carry a total flow of
value 1. The cost of each open path is m while the revenue gained is m + 1. Because
the number of open paths is greater than or equal to s therefore the feasible solution
to WNDP has value > s[(m + 1) - m] = s.
ii) Now consider a feasible solution (x, f) to WNDP of value ZWNDP (x, f) > s. We can
assume that any commodity k whose flow value is positive must have a flow value of
1. To see this note that each arc in pk must have capacity level 1 in order to carry
this flow. If flow value cannot increase to its upper demand limit bk = 1 because of
another commodity's flow sharing some arc in pk then we can always decrease the
other commodity's flow and increase the flow of commodity k without deteriorating
the objective function. In fact, when the other commodity's drops to zero, we can
'close' its path thus strictly improving the objective function value. Under this
assumption all paths are disjoint because any arc can only carry a maximum flow of
1. This implies that the corresponding vertices in G' form an independence set X.
The number of open paths is greater than or equal to s because the net revenue of a
single path flow is (m + 1) - m = 1. Therefore, IX > s.
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Figure 3-1: Transformation used in proving NP-completeness of WNDP'.
Therefore, a polynomial time algorithm to solve WNDP' yields a polynomial time
algorithm to solve INDEPENDENT SET. The latter is NP-complete and therefore WNDP'
is NP-complete.
Example 3.2 We illustrate the polynomial transformation employed in the proof through
an example based on an instance of INDEPENDENT SET with G' consisting of three ver-
tices and two edges. A sketch of G' is provided in figure 3-1 (a). The corresponding
transformation G is drawn in figure 3-1 (b). The paths corresponding to vertices vl, v2,
and V3 are highlighted in figures 3-1 (c), (d), and (e), respectively.
It should be pointed out that the reduction presented in the proof of Proposition 3.1 is
approximation preservingl. This implies that a constant factor polynomial approximation
algorithm for WNDP yields a constant factor polynomial approximation algorithm for
INDEPENDENT SET. The latter is known to be inapproximable within any constant
'I thank Professor Andreas Schulz for pointing out this fact.
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factor, assuming P $ NP. Therefore, WNDP is also inapproximable within any constant
factor, assuming P $ NP.
3.3 WNDP with Coupling Capacity Constraints
The result of Proposition 3.1 motivates the study of algorithms that solve WNDP ap-
proximately. Before introducing such algorithms, we first expand the scope of WNDP by
allowing the presence of a set of linear inequalities D x < d that couple the design variables.
These inequalities might represent budget limitations, survivability requirements, or other
operational constraints. We arrive at the extended weakly-coupled network design problem
WNDP+:
ZNDP+ = maXZWNDp+(x, f) rk fk - E Ya(Xa) (3.10)
WND+ ,f kEK aEA
subject to
D d, (3.11)
, fk - a < 0, a E A, (3.12)
kcK:acPk
0 < fk <bk, k E K, (3.13)
Xa E Ca, a E A. (3.14)
WNDP+ is the main problem addressed in the rest of this chapter. The single path flow
assumption suggests that it is weakly coupled in the flow variables. However, the design
variables may be strongly coupled. Our observation is that in many practical instances the
polyhedron defined by D x < d exhibits low fractionality. The introduction of flow variables
in the formulation is what generates excessive fractionality. WNDP+ can be strengthened
by applying DW reformulation using the set defined by constraints (3.12) - (3.14) as a
subproblem. A straight-forward implementation of DW-reformulation results in a large
number of variables and a pricing problem that is not necessarily easy to solve. The next
section introduces a bounded-approximation step that combined with DW reformulation
yields a tractable procedure for solving WNDP+.
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3.4 Approximation Step
To avoid a huge master formulation whose variables correspond to all possible capacity
assignments to the entire network, we explore an approach that induces a block angular
structure of WNDP+. Put differently, we examine an approach that decomposes the entire
network into subnetworks with a small amount of inter-subnetwork flow. This necessitates
defining and comparing different partitions of the set of arcs.
3.4.1 Partitions
Definition 3.1 (Partitions)
A partition II of a set of arcs A is a collection of mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive subsets of A; that is,
II= {AiC A: UA=AA , Vi, andAu n Av= , Vu v},
i=1
where r is the cardinality of the collection. Each element of the partition is referred to as
a 'subnetwork'.
The minimal partition, II, is the special partition II := {a): a E A).
The maximal partition, a, is the special partition II := A}.
It is necessary for analytical and computational purposes to compare the degree of
consolidation of different partitions. This can be done using the concept of nesting, defined
next, which is a standard concept in various combinatorial applications.
Definition 3.2 (Nesting)
Partition II is nested in partition II' (denoted II -< H') if every member of II is a subset
of some member of II'. We say that II is finer than H'.
Clearly, II < II < II for any partition II of A.
We next define a computationally important partition.
Definition 3.3 (Complete Partition)
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The complete partition, IIe, is a minimal partition (with respect to nesting) having no
commodity paths crossing from one subnetwork to another. Formally, HIC is defined by the
following algorithm:
Algorithm 3.1 COMPLETE_PARTITION:
1. For each arc a E A, define a node na. For each commodity k E K, define a node nk;
2. Set L := {na: a E A; R := nk: k E K};
3. For each k E K and a E pk, define an edge {na,nk}. Let H denote the set of all
such edges;
4. Define the bipartite graph G' := (L U R, H);
5. Decompose G' into maximally connected components;
6. Set IIc to be the partition of L defined by the decomposition performed in Step 5.
Intuitively, IIC , is the finest partition of flow-independent subnetworks. The size of the
subnetworks produced is a rough indication of the degree of flow coupling in the network.
It is more desirable from a computational point of view for IIC to consist of many small
sized subnetworks than of a few large ones.
The choice of partition significantly impacts the degree of approximation and the compu-
tational performance of the formulation developed below. The finer the partition, the fewer
the columns in a master formulation, but also the larger the approximation error due to a
greater amount of inter-subnetwork flow. We defer discussion of how to select the best par-
tition that achieves a required trade-off between accuracy and tractability till the end of this
section. For current purposes, we assume that an arbitrary partition II = {A l , A 2,..., Ar}
has been pre-selected.
3.4.2 Revenue Allocation
We next outline a simple procedure for allocating the per unit path revenues, rk, of each
commodity k to the arcs in pk. This is a necessary step for decomposing the network into
'revenue-independent' subnetworks.
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Definition 3.4 (Revenue allocation schemes)
i) A revenue allocation scheme is a set of allocation weights {p : k E K and a E A}.
ii) An allocation scheme is valid if the allocation weights satisfy the following properties:
·* p > O for all k E K and a E A;
P = O if a C pk, for all k E K; and
* p = l, for all k E K.
aCA
Given a valid allocation scheme {pa}aEPkkEK and a partition II = {A1, ..., AT} of A, we
define allocation weights to subnetworks as follows:
k
,
i = E Pak , k E K, i= 1, ..., 7r. (3.15)
aEAi
This allocation scheme is used to define 'self-contained' revenues for each subnetwork in
a partition.
3.4.3 Decomposition
Let K i denote the set of commodities whose paths include an arc in Ai; that is, K i := {k E
K : pk n Ai q0}). Let xi denote the subvector of the design vector x corresponding to the
arcs in A i. Problem WNDP+ can be rewritten as follows:
7r 7r
ZWNDP+ = mXZwNDp+(, f) := E E pkirk fki _ E E a(Xa) (3.16)Xf i=1 kEK i i=1 aGAi
subject to
7r
Di xi < d, (3.17)
fk,i_ x <O, a Ai, i = 1, (3.18)
kEKi:aEpk
fk,i = fk, k K, i = 1, ..., 7r, (3.19)
0 < fk,i < k, k E K i , i = 1, ... r, (3.20)
xa E Ca, a E Ai, i = 1, ,7r. (3.21)
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In the above formulation, the flow decision variable corresponding to each commodity
has been replaced by multiple variables, one for each subnetwork of II having an arc in the
commodity's unique path. The variables fk,i can be viewed as 'local decisions' made by
subnetwork A i as to how much flow of commodity k should the entire network support.
However, the per unit revenue associated with that decision is pkirk, not rk. Consistency
among these local decisions is imposed by constraints (3.19).
It can be seen that subproblem (3.18) - (3.21) decomposes by subnetwork if the flow con-
sistency constraints, (3.19), are relaxed. This suggests dualizing them through a Lagrange
multiplier approach. Let Aki denote the Lagrange multiplier associated with commodity k
and subnetwork A i and let A denote the vector of all these multipliers. The dual function
L(A) is the optimal value of the following problem which we refer to as WNDP+(n) to
emphasize its dependance on the selection of partition II:
L(A)= max . (p-'r -- Ak' i) fk' i-- E y7a(xa) + i( A,)fk (3.22)lf i kEKi i=1 aEAi kEK i:kEKi
subject to
E Di xi < d, (3.23)i=l
E fk,i _ a E A i, i = ... ,Ir, (3.24)
kEKi:aEPk
O < fk,i k, k E K, i = 1,..., r, (3.25)
Xa E Ca, a E A i = 1, ..., 7r. (3.26)
The block angular structure of WNDP+(HI) suggests that it might be easier to solve
than WNDP+ by employing DW reformulation. The next section analyzes the properties
of WNDP+(H), including a bound on its degree of approximation as a function of II.
3.4.4 Analysis
The following two properties of the dual function in WNDP+(II) are important to note.
For proofs, the reader is referred to any standard treatment of Lagrangian duality (for
instance, [Wo198]).
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Proposition 3.2
1. L(A) > zNDP+ for any choice of Lagrange multipliers A;
2. L(A) is a convex function of A.
Therefore each choice of Lagrange multipliers yields a dual function value that is an
upper bound on z* NP+. The dual problem DUAL(I) is the problem of finding the
smallest upper bound:
Z := min L(A). (3.27)
Proposition 3.3
There exists an optimal solution A to the dual problem DUAL(II) satisfying:
1. Ei:kKi Aki = 0 Vk E K; and
2. pk,irk _ k,i > 0 Vk E K and i such that k E Ki.
Proof.
1. Consider problem WNDP+(H) defining the dual function. If Ei:kEKi Ak 'i > 0 for
some k E K then the optimal value can be made arbitrarily large by setting fk to an
arbitrarily large positive value. Similarly, if Ei:kEKi Ak,i < 0 for some k E K then
the optimal value can be made arbitrarily large by setting fk to an arbitrarily small
negative value. Because the dual problem has a finite optimal value, therefore an
optimal solution must have Ei:kEKi Ak i = 0 for all k E K.
2. Property (1) of the proposition, the definition of valid allocation schemes, and the
assumption that rk > 0 ensure that for each k E K,
i:kEKi(pkik - Ak,i) = Ei:kKi p lr - Ei:kKKi l
= Ei:kEKi pk rk
= rk
> 0
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Suppose A is a solution to the dual problem satisfying property (1) of the proposition,
but having pk,i1rk_k i l < 0 for some commodity k and subnetwork il. The inequality
above implies that there exists another subnetwork i 2 with pk,i2rk _ Aki2 > 0. In an
optimal solution to WNDP+(II), fk,il = 0 while fki 2 > O. By reducing the value
of Ak,il by a finite amount e, we can increase the value of Aki2 by the same amount
maintaining property (1) of the proposition and the non-negativity of pki2rk - Aki2 .
We now claim that the optimal value of problem WNDP+(II) with this modified
objective function cannot increase. To see this, note that after fixing fk,ii = , we
have an optimization problem with the same feasible set of nonnegative flows but with
an objective function whose coefficients are strictly smaller. Repeating this process
for each term pk,irk _ Ak,i < 0 leads to an alternative optimal solution to the dual
problem satisfying property (2) of the proposition.
Proposition 3.3 and the definition of a valid revenue allocation scheme imply that for
each commodity k, =l(pk,irk _- Aki) = rk at some optimal solution to the dual prob-
lem. Therefore one interpretation of the application of Lagrangian relaxation to problem
VWNDP+ is re-allocation of commodity revenues to the subnetworks forming II, always en-
suring that, for each commodity, the revenue allocated to each subnetwork is non-negative
and that the sum of allocations equals the original revenue. A valid revenue allocation
scheme as defined in Section 3.4.2 can, therefore, be viewed as an initial estimate of La-
grange multipliers. The objective of the dual problem is to find an allocation that leads
to the lowest upper bound. Proposition 3.2 implies z* > z* As the next example
i r D llv- WNDP+'
shows, equality need not hold.
Example 3.3
Consider an instance of WNDP+ defined on a simple graph consisting of two arcs (see
Figure 3-2). There is a single commodity, k, with bk = 100, and rk = 1. pk = (al, a2).
Each arc has two capacity levels. Arc al can be assigned a capacity level of 0 at no cost or
a capacity level of 10 at a cost of 5. Arc a2 can be assigned a capacity level of 0 at no cost
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t'0 = (Pl, a2)Y(O)= 0 ¥.'(0) = 0 (a a2)
7.,(10) = 5 ,(100) = 10
b0 = 100
al a2 l= { {al}, {a2 }
Figure 3-2: Example showing duality gap for Problem DUAL(I).
or a capacity level of 100 at a cost of 10. Assume the coupling constraints ,~1 Di xi < d
are non-binding. By inspection, it can be verified that z*NDP+ = 0.
Now consider the partition {A',A 2} where A' = {a,} and A 2 = {a2}. Let 01 and
02 denote, respectively, the coefficients of fk,1 and fk,2 in (3.22). We have established
above that an optimal solution exists with 01 + 02 = rk = 1. Consider the following three
collectively exhaustive cases:
case 1: 1 < 0.5 and 02 = 1 - 1 > 0.5. Here subnetwork Al selects Xal = 0 and fkl = 0
and subnetwork A2 selects Xa 2 = 100 and fk,2 = 100. L(A) = 1002 - 10 > 0.
case 2: 0.5 < 1 < 0.9 and 0.1 < 02 < 0.5. Here subnetwork Al selects xa = 10
and fk,l = 10 and subnetwork A2 selects xa 2 = 100 and fk,2 = 100. L(A) =
(10 91 - 5) + (100 92 - 10) = 85 - 90 01 > 0.
case 3: 0.9 < 1 and 02 = 1-01 < 0.1. Here subnetwork Al selects xa = 10 and fkl = 10
and subnetwork A 2 selects Xa 2 = 0 and fk,2 = 0. L(A) = 10 1 - 5 > 0.
Therefore, z > 0 = z*NDP+'
To complement the upper bounds provided by the dual function, we need lower bounds
on z* NP+. These lower bounds correspond to feasible solutions whose deviation from
optimality can be assessed using the Lagrangian upper bounds. Fortunately, simple lower
bounds are readily computable. This is possible because of the fact that any capacity
configuration obtained by solving WNDP+(II) has a corresponding feasible flow solution.
To formalize this observation, we consider three different lower bounds that are successively
tighter but more computationally intensive. Assume that we are given:
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i) a partition II = {A1,A 2,...,A'} of the set of arcs A; and
ii) a set of capacity levels {a }aEA together with a set of local flow decisions {f }kEKi,i=1 .....
jointly satisfying constraints (3.23) - (3.26). These values could be a solution of
WNDP+(H) for some vector A of Lagrange multipliers.
Let
fk := min fki, k E K.
i:k6EK*
Therefore, fk is a conservative flow value taken to be the minimum of all local subnetwork
flows. Let K' denote the set of commodities whose paths span more than one subnetwork
in II; that is,
K' := (k E K: k n Ai 0 and pk n A 0 for each pair Ai, A E II, i j}. (3.28)
K' can be viewed as the set of 'problematic' commodities. If k E K' then different
subnetworks might set different flow values for commodity k. However, if k 4 K' then flow
value for commodity k is unique and equals f.
The lower bounds are:
·z 1.
:= E rk f - E Ya(a) (3.29)
kVK' aEA
This corresponds to setting the flow of all commodities in K' to zero.
z2
z2 = E rkk _ E Ya(a). (3.30)
kEK aEA
This corresponds to setting the flow of all commodities in K' to f .
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(3.31)z3 = max E rk f k _ E Ya (a)
f kEK aEA
subject to
E fk-xa <O, aEA,
kCK:a6Pk
0 < fk < k,
(3.32)
(3.33)k E K.
This bound is the optimal value of the LP obtained by solving WNDP with capacity
decisions restricted to {xa}a)A.
The following proposition holds:
Proposition 3.4
< < z WNDP+ < D-
Proof.
1. z* < WNDP+ -
This follows directly from Proposition 3.2 and the definition of DUAL(II).
2. z< z*
- ZWNDP+
The capacity levels {a}aGA and the flow values {fk}kEK obtained by solving (3.31) -
(3.33) constitute a feasible solution to WNDP+. z3 is the value of this solution which must
be less than or equal to the optimal value ZWNDP+.
3. z 2 < z 3
This follows directly from the fact that the capacity levels {xa}acA and the flow values
{fE}kEK constitute a feasible solution to Problem (3.31) - (3.33).
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4. z1 < 2
This follows from the fact that rk > 0 and 0 < fk for all k E K' .
Computing the tightest lower bound z3 requires i) the availability of a feasible solution
{Xa}aGA and {f2i'}kKi il,=1, .,r satisfying constraints (3.23) - (3.26), preferably the solution
of WNDP+(II) for some A, and ii) the solution of the linear program (3.31) - (3.33). The
computation of z2 is less intensive as it does not require solving the LP. Finally, z1 has the
advantage of yielding a bound on the optimality gap even before solving WNDP+(II), as
stated in the following proposition:
Proposition 3.5
Consider any Lagrange multiplier vector A satisfying properties (1) and (2) of Proposi-
tion 3.2. Then,
L(A) - ZNDP, + < L() - z < E b rk .kEK'
Proof.
1. L(A) --- zNDP+ < L(A) - z '
This follows from Proposition 3.4 which states that z 1 < ZND +.
2. L(A) -- z < kK' rk k:
Properties (1) and (2) of Proposition 3.2 imply:
L() Z Z (pkirk - Aki) fki _ Z Z (a) (3.34)
i=1 kKi i=l aEAi
= Z Z (pkirk -- k,i) fk,i + Z Z (pkirk Ak,i) fk,i _ 'Ya(a5)
kGK' i:kGKi k K' i:kGKi i=1 aGAi
< E Z (pk,irk _ ki) k + E (pkirk _ ki) fk - Z ya(a3.36)
kEK' i:kCKi kOK' i:kEK i i=1 aEAi
= b rk+ Z f k rk _ EZ Ya(xa) (3.37)
kgK' kgK' i=1 aGAi
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On the other hand,
z1 = E fk _ - Pa(a). (3.38)
kVK' aEA
The result follows by subtracting (3.38) from (3.37). ·
The term rk Lk can be interpreted as the value of commodity k. The bound in Proposi-
tion 3.5 is therefore the total value of commodities whose paths span multiple subnetworks.
The Complete Partition IC, defined above, is the minimal partition with the property
that K' = 0. Therefore, a corollary of Proposition 3.5 is:
Corollary 3.1
Solving WNDP+(IIC) is equivalent to solving WNDP+.
Proof.
For 1 c, -kEK' k rk = 0. Therefore, by Proposition 3.5, L(A) = ZNDP+ for any A.
The only A that satisfies property (1) of Proposition 3.3 is the zero vector. In other words,
solving WNDP+(Hc) with any valid revenue allocation scheme solves WNDP+. 
Intuitively, IIc, is the finest partition of flow-independent subnetworks. The granularity
of HI is a rough indication of the degree of coupling of flow decisions in the network. For
weakly-coupled networks, IIC consists of many small sized subnetworks rather than of a few
large ones.
Definition 3.5 (Efficient partitions)
A partition II is efficient if II -< Hc . It is inefficient otherwise.
When solving WNDP+(II), we need only consider efficient partitions. The intuition
behind this is that for any partition not nested within the complete partition, we can always
construct a finer partition that provides the same degree of approximation. Finer partitions
are more favorable computationally.
The next result confirms intuition that coarser partitions lead to smaller error bounds.
Recall that HII II' means II is nested within II'.
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Proposition 3.6
Consider two partition II and II' defined by:
{A,...,Apl ,A2, 2. r ..A,...Ap}-II ' = {A1,A2,...,A }
where A C Ai for allj = 1,...,pi, i = 1, ., r. Let AjXi be the Lagrange multiplier associated3- 3
with commodity k and subnetwork Aj in Problem WNDP+(II) and let A denote the vector
of all these Lagrange multipliers. Construct a vector A' of Lagrange multipliers for Problem
WNDP+(HI') as follows:
Pi
Ak,i := ,Ajki for all k E K and i= ,...,r.
j= 1
Then,
L(A') < L(A).
Proof.
We can assume, without loss of generality, that A', and therefore A, satisfies property
(1) of Proposition 3.3 because otherwise L(A') = L(A) = oo.
Given A', let capacity values {Xa}acAi,i= ...,7r and flow values {f'}kEKi i=1 ... consti-
tute an optimal solution to WNDP+(Il'). Construct a feasible solution to WNDP+() as
follows:
Xa ' =x, Va E A j=l,...,pi, i=l,...,Tr;
fk, : =fki Vk E K, j = 1,...,pi, i = 1,...,Tr,
where Ki is the set of commodities whose paths include at least one arc in subnetwork
A}. It can be verified that the constructed solution is indeed feasible as it satisfies all
constraints of Problem WNDP+(H). The value of L(A) must be at least as large as the
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value of this feasible solution. Therefore,
L(A) P'i E ( kirk _- Pk,i) f i a
-- -j kE E E %.(Xa)
=lj=1 kEKj i=l j=l aEAij a
E= E (pk,ik _ AI) ,i E E 'Ya(a)i=lj=1 kKj i=l j=1 aEAi
7r Z Z ki k ki)_ ki a(xa)
i=1 kEK i j:kEKj i=1 aEAi
= E f;, (pk,prk _ Xk.i)_ -E ; k ( a)
i= kK i i=l aEAi
=L(').
3.5 Reformulation Step
The block angular structure of WNDP+(II) and the observation that commodity flow vari-
ables induce excessive fractionality in the LP relaxation of WNDP+(H) suggests that it
might benefit from DW reformulation. In fact, the application of DW reformulation com-
pletely eliminates flow variables.
For reference, we re-state next the WNDP+(II) formulation for any A satisfying property
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(1) of Proposition 3.3:
L(A) = max E E (pk,'rk - Ak,i) fk,i _ (X)
x,f i=l kKi i=1 aEAi
subject to
ED x_ <d,
i=1
E fk,i _ Xa 
kEKi:aGPk
0 < fk,i < k
Xa E Ca,
a E A, i = 1,...,ir,
k K i, i = 1, ..., r,
a E A, i = 1,...,.r.
WNDP+(II) has the simplifying property that the continuous variables do not appear in
the coupling constraints. Therefore, in the terminology of Chapter 2, for each x E X,
we do not need to enumerate all extreme points Ex. Instead, we need only consider the
extreme point with maximum objective function value. In the context of WNDP+(HI), this
is equivalent to solving the best following local optimization problem for each subnetwork
i and capacity configuration x = {xa}aAi:
ci(z) := max E (pkirk - Aki) fk,i _ E 'Ya( a) (3.39)
f kEK i aEAi
subject to
E fksi _ 2
kEKi:aEPk
0 < fki < bk
Xa E Ca,
< 0 (3.40)
(3.41)
, a E A i,
k E Ki ,
a E A i.
Each of the preceding problems is an LP in the local flow variables and can be solved
efficiently.
Let Xi denote the set of all capacity allocations to subnetwork i. If Ai = {a, a2, ..., ami }),
then
Xi:= {(Xal, Xa2,...Xam, ) : Xaj E Caj for all j = 1,..., mi}. (3.42)
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The DW reformulation of WNDP+(H) is:
L(A) = max E ci(x) (3.43)
P i=1 xzX i
subject to
7r
Z E (D 2x) < d, (3.44)
i=1 xEX i
E P = 1, i=l 1, ...7r, (3.45)
xEX i
i E B, V E Xi, i = 1, ...,r. (3.46)
We denote this formulation by DW-WNDP+(H). A number of properties are important
to note:
* DW-WNDP+(H) is a formulation in capacity variables only. Flow variables have
been eliminated or, more precisely, incorporated in the objective function coefficients
ci (X).
* The results of Chapter 2 show that the integer versions of DW-WNDP+(H) and
WNDP+(II) are equivalent. However, the LP relaxation of DW-WNDP+(IH) is
stronger than the LP relaxation of WNDP+(H).
* The number of variables in DW-WNDP+(II) is directly related to the granularity of
partition II. The coarser the partition, the greater the number of variables. The
degree of approximation of DW-WNDP+(H), equivalently WNDP+(lI), is inversely
proportional to the coarseness of II.
3.6 Solution Procedure
In this final section of this chapter we synthesize the ideas developed above into a proposed
solution framework for WNDP+. The framework is outlined in Figure 3-3 and explained
below.
Steps 1,2, and 3 in Figure 3-3 are initialization steps. The complete partition can be
computed using Algorithm 3.1. A revenue allocation scheme is selected as described in
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1. Compute Complete Partition, c
2. Set Revenue Allocation Scheme
3. Set i := 1
...._ I C UB -ct If -~ a ; -r I - FF -; mu - _ ni .. 7h __ e- - V n J c 
-- '. resctL LLtC_;_Le rar LLLU1 1l ' II- WreLt! II-1 I
r* 5. Select satisfying Proposition 3.3
6. Solve DW-WNDP+(n)
7. Compute new lower bound on z*ND1+
L _ __...................... ...
l Update X
until DUAL(n) is 'sufficiently' solved
Update = i+l where i _< Hi +1_< c
until DUAL(n) is 'sufficiently' solved
Figure 3-3: Proposed iterative solution algorithm for solving WNDP+.
Section 3.4.2. Steps 6 and 7 form the core of the algorithm. In step 6, a DW reformulation
of the approximate model WNDP+(II) is solved. The bound in step 7 can be computed
from any of the lower bounds z, z2 , or z 3 defined in (3.29), (3.30), or (3.31) - (3.33),
respectively. It is worth noting that at any stage in the algorithm a feasible solution and
an upper bound on the optimality gap are readily available.
The algorithm's progress can be visualized on a plot similar to that of Figure (3-4). The
horizontal axis plots a sequence of successively nested partitions. It intersects the vertical
axis at z* For a given efficient partition II, the circles in the plot correspond toWNDP+ 
optimal values of Problem (3.22) - (3.26) for different choices of A, and are therefore upper
bounds on ZND The squares in the plot are the lower bounds z, z2, or z3. The
path of the algorithm alternates between vertical the arrows, representing iteration loop 5
in Figure 3-3, and the cross-partition arrows, representing iteration loop 4 in Figure 3-3.
Obtaining better approximations to WNDP+ can be performed in two complementary
ways. The first is by solving DUAL(II) to optimality or near optimality. The second is by
using coarser efficient partitions. The ideal trade-off depends on various factors including
number of variables in DW-WNDP+(II), the availability of an efficient algorithm to solve
the pricing problem, and the ability to solve the convex optimization problem DUAL(II)
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· Upper bounds
* Lower bounds
Partition
nc
Figure 3-4: Progress path of solution algorithm
efficiently for A. In Chapter 4, we report on a very simple implementation of the algorithm
outlined here on an instance drawn from a major airline that yields results outperforming
state-of-the-art models in the literature.
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Chapter 4
Application: Airline Fleet
Assignment with Enhanced
Revenue Modeling
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 The Fleet Assignment Problem
The fleet assignment problem addresses the question of how to best assign aircraft fleet
types to an airline's schedule of flight legs. A flight leg is defined as a journey consisting
of a single take off and a single landing, and thus constitutes the smallest unit of operation
that can be assigned an aircraft. A flight schedule is a set of flight legs with specified
departure and arrival times (arrival times can be fleet specific). A fleet assignment is a
mapping from the set of flight legs to the set of fleet types. In this paper we assume that
the flight schedule is fixed (see the next section for references to research that incorporate
elements of schedule design into the fleet assignment problem).
The objective is to find a feasible fleet assignment that maximizes expected contribution
as given by the simple relation:
expected contribution = expected revenue - operating costs. (4.1)
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Feasibility implies that each flight leg is assigned an aircraft, that this aircraft is avail-
able at the right airport and at the right time, that the number of aircraft employed of
any particular fleet type does not exceed the number available, and that the fleet assign-
ment meets any other operational constraints deemed important enough by the airline for
consideration during the fleet assignment phase of the planning process.
Expected revenue is a function of passenger demand distribution, of aircraft seating ca-
pacity, and of the revenue management system employed by the airline. Passenger demand
is itinerary and fare-class dependent. An itinerary is a sequence of one or more flight legs.
Operating costs are fleet type and flight leg specific and include fuel, gate rental, and various
other costs that are independent of the number of passengers travelling. Operating costs
that depend on the number of passengers travelling are typically less significant in practice
(but can be incorporated indirectly in our models through the expected revenue function).
The time horizon considered in this problem is usually 24 hours because most domestic
airline operations in the US plan for a repeating daily schedule Monday through Friday.
Finding a feasible fleet assignment, let alone an optimal one, is a non-trivial task given
the scale of operation of major airlines. Typical problem instances have more than 2000
flight legs flown by 10 fleet types serving at least 75,000 itineraries. A greater challenge lies
in finding a good or near-optimal fleet assignment. Fleet types differ mainly in their seating
capacities and their (leg-dependent) operating costs. Intuitively speaking, it is undesirable
to assign a large aircraft to a flight leg with low passenger demand. However, given the
nature of the problem, it may be advantageous in certain cases to have such assignments
for reasons of connectivity or fleet availability. Moreover, because total passenger demand
on a given flight leg can exceed the allocated aircraft capacity, it might be inevitable, or
even desirable, to spill some passengers on certain itineraries. Spilling passengers means
declining their demand or attempting to recapture them on alternative itineraries. Because
passengers travelling on the same flight leg typically come from a mix of itineraries with
different fares, the question of which passengers to spill and where to recapture them is
in itself an optimization problem addressed by revenue management systems. Revenue
management systems in common use employ a variety of rules governing the allocation
of demand to capacity. These rules cannot always be conveniently captured in linear
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optimization models. For a survey of airline revenue management models, the reader is
referred to McGill and van Ryzin [McR99].
4.1.2 Literature Review
The scale and complexity of fleet assignment problems coupled with their large cost im-
plications have motivated the development of optimization-based methods to solve them.
For an extensive overview of optimization models proposed for fleet assignment and other
stages of the airline schedule planning process, the reader is referred to Gopalan and Talluri
[GoT98]. The review below is representative, but by no means exhaustive.
Abara [Aba89] presents a formulation for a general flight network based on a partial
enumeration of 'feasible turns', that is, connection opportunities between pairs of flight
legs. The model was used by American Airlines in various studies to improve profitability.
Daskin and Panayotopoulos [DaP89] propose a 0-1 integer programming formulation
for single hub networks. They employ a Lagrangian based procedure to obtain bounds on
the objective function. The Lagrangian solution obtained is converted to a feasible fleet
assignment and improved upon using heuristic methods.
Berge and Hopperstad [BeH93] address the fluctuating nature of passenger demand by
presenting a procedure called Demand Driven Dispatch for dynamically reassigning fleet
types to flight legs as better demand forecasts become available shortly before departure
dates. They report 1-5% improvement in operating profits.
Hane, et al. [HBJ95] present the Fleet Assignment Model (FAM) which is a multicom-
modity network flow formulation with side constraints defined on an underlying 'time-line
network'. The solution procedure described is based on preprocessing the network and ap-
plying the dual simplex method with steepest edge pricing coupled with specialized branch-
ing rules. The authors report fast solution times for realistically sized problems having
2500 flight legs and 11 fleet types. Some complexity results and other properties of FAM
are presented by Gu, et al. [GJN94].
Farkas [Far96] draws attention to a limitation of FAM in accurately computing spill
costs that could lead to sub-optimal solutions. Motivated by the need to properly handle
network effects (see 4.2), Farkas [Far96] and Barnhart, Kniker, and Lohatepanont [BKLO0]
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propose the Itinerary-Based Fleet Assignment Model (IFAM) which embeds a refinement
of the spill optimization problem within FAM. Other research that incorporates passenger
flow decisions into the fleet assignment process can be found in Jacobs, Johnson, and Smith
[JJS99].
Rushmeier and Kontogiorgis [RuK97] present a formulation based on a 'connections-
network' that allows modeling of various operational side constraints. They report annual
savings of $15 million when implementing the model at USAir.
Success in solving fleet assignment problems has prompted the development of models
integrating fleet assignment with other stages in the airline planning process such as schedule
design, crew scheduling, and maintenance routing. Such models have been proposed by
Barnhart, et al. [BBC98], Clarke, et al. [CHJ96], Cohn and Barnhart [CoB03], Cordeau,
et al. [CSS01], Desaulniers, et al. [DDD97], Rexing, et al. [RBKOO], and others.
4.1.3 Motivation
Whereas the basic fleet assignment models (e.g. of Hane, et al. and others) are currently
solvable on large instances of practical fleet assignment problems, we share the concern
expressed in the literature that the assumptions made on the revenue function are too
simplistic to reflect the true complexity of current revenue management systems. Initial
attempts to overcome these limitations (for example, the IFAM formulation) tend to come
at the expense of poorer computational performance. It is not entirely clear, to the best of
our knowledge, how even optimal solutions to our current tractable models actually perform
in reality. Until this question is satisfactorily resolved, we need to i) strive to extend our
models in creative ways to incorporate more realistic revenue functions, ii) devise practical
solution procedures tailored to these models, and iii) derive, whenever possible, bounds on
the optimality gap. This is especially critical when attempting to extend fleet assignment
models to incorporate further elements of the airline planning process such as schedule
design, crew-scheduling, and maintenance routing. Traditionally, these interrelated deci-
sion problems have been tackled separately or in a sequential manner. Current efforts to
optimize these decisions simultaneously uncover the need for an accurate yet fast fleet as-
signment module. The reformulation approach and heuristic solution techniques developed
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in this section of the dissertation constitute an attempt in this direction. Specifically, the
main contributions of this research are:
* a strong linear mixed-integer formulation, called SFAM, for the airline fleet assignment
problem that is able to incorporate more realistic revenue functions; and
* a flexible solution algorithm for SFAM that allows a trade-off between solution quality
and solution time. At any stage in the algorithm a feasible fleet assignment and an
upper bound on the optimality gap are readily available.
The models and algorithms are first presented for general revenue functions highlighting
any assumptions made when necessary. The specific case of the IFAM revenue function is
then discussed where stronger results are derived.
This application provides a concrete example of the DW reformulation approach de-
veloped in Chapters 2 and 3. It also illustrates how the value of the application of the
general technique is enhanced by tailoring it to the data and structural characteristics of a
particular problem.
4.1.4 Outline
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. A general fleet assignment model
is presented in section 4.2. The SFAM formulation is developed in section 4.3. Finally,
we conclude in section 4.4 with limited computational results based on data drawn from a
major U.S. airline.
4.2 Initial Formulation
4.2.1 Generic Model
Consider a problem instance where L denotes the set of all flight legs and F denotes the
set of all fleet types. Let xl,f denote a binary decision variable defined as follows:
1 if fleet type f is assigned to flight leg 1,
0 otherwise.
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Let x denote the IFl-vector whose components are the decision variables corresponding
to flight leg 1 and let x denote the ILlIFI-vector corresponding to the concatenation of all
xl vectors. We call x the assignment vector. In addition, the problem may have other
decision variables which we collectively refer to as auxiliary variables and denote by the
vector y. Auxiliary variables may include maintenance, crew scheduling, or any other
variables required for modeling purposes. The fleet assignment problem can be written
generically as follows:
maximize p (x) - d x - hy
subject to Ax + Gy < b, (GFAM)
x E X = {x E BILIIFJ: et x l = 1 Vl E L},
YE Y,
where b, d, h, A, and G are vectors and matrices of conformable dimensions, and e is an
IFI-vector of s. Y is an arbitrary set defining feasible values of the auxiliary variables.
The constraints e xl = 1 V1 E L express the natural requirement that every flight leg needs
to be assigned exactly one fleet type. Any other feasibility constraints expressable as linear
inequalities can be incorporated into the formulation through an appropriate definition of
auxiliary variables and model coefficients. When discussing the FAM model below, we give
a specific example of what the constraints Ax + G y < b could represent. The objective
function is a restatement of relation (4.1) where p gives the total expected revenue an airline
achieves as a function of x and the term dx + h y models the schedule's operational costs.
Note the following assumption:
(Al) the revenue function, p, is a function of the assignment vector, x, only.
We believe that this assumption is justified for most practical purposes although it is pos-
sible that dependence on individual aircraft routing may exist (see, for example, Cordeau, et
al. [CSS01] for a discussion of through-revenues). In parts of section 2.1, we impose further
restrictions on the revenue function required for algorithmic purposes, and will highlight
these assumptions. Apart from that, we make no further restrictions. In particular, p
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Figure 4-1: An example of a time-line network involving two airports.
does not have to be given explicitly. It could be an oracle that simulates the complexity of
practical revenue management systems. We emphasize that the above formulation is highly
flexible and accommodates most of the airline planning models proposed in the literature.
We will refer to it as the Generalized Fleet Assignment Model (GFAM).
In the following two subsections we outline two concrete examples of fleet assignment
models proposed in the literature that fall under the generic GFAM framework.
4.2.2 FAM
Since its introduction by Hane, et al. [HBJ95], the Fleet Assignment Model (FAM) and its
variants have been employed extensively by major airlines to plan their fleet assignments
with significant cost savings. We present below an overview of FAM and refer the reader
to the original paper for details.
The underlying structure of FAM is a digraph called the time-line network (see figure
4-1 for an illustration).
Each node represents a particular airport at a particular time instance within the plan-
ning horizon (say, a departure or arrival time) for a particular fleet type. Denote the set
of all nodes corresponding to fleet type f by Nf. Two types of directed arcs are used:
flight arcs and ground arcs. A flight arc links two nodes of the same fleet type but different
airport locations. Ground arcs (needed to model flow balance) link consecutive nodes for
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a particular airport and fleet type. Return ground arcs are required to link the last node
of the day to the first node for every airport and fleet type, and thus ensure a repeating
daily fleet assignment. For each node v let v- denote the predecessor node defined by the
tail of the ground arc entering v. Let I, denote the set of flight legs inbound to node v
and let O, denote the set of flight legs outbound from node v. To be able to count the
number of aircraft, an arbitrary common reference time is defined, called the count line.
Let TF(f) denote the set of all flight legs that traverse the count line when assigned fleet
type f. Similarly, let TN(f) denote the set of all nodes corresponding to fleet type f that
have an exiting ground arc that traverses the count line. The total number of aircraft
available of fleet type f is denoted by nf.
The two types of arcs in the time-line network give rise to the two types of decision
variables used in FAM: i) assignment variables, xl,f, defined above and ii) ground arc
auxiliary variables defined as follows:
Yv: the number of aircraft on the ground arc leaving node v.
Finally, let rl,f and cl,f denote, respectively, estimates of expected revenue and costs asso-
ciated with assigning fleet type f to flight leg 1. The FAM formulation is stated below:
maximize AE A rl,f Xl,f - E Cl,f Xl,f
IEL fEF IEL fEF
subject to
(cover) xJl,f = 1, 1 E L,fEF
(balance) Yv- + E l,f - yv - E Xl,f = O, Vv E N, (FAM)
IEI,, IEO,
(count) E y + , xl,< lnf, 'Vf EF,
vETN(f) LETF(f)
(integrality) xl,f E {O, 1}, Vf E F, V1 E L,
(non-negativity) Yv > O, Vv E Nf, Vf E F.
The cover constraints ensure that each flight leg is assigned a fleet type. The balance
constraints ensure conservation of aircraft flow by fleet type at each node. Count constraints
ensure that for every fleet type the total number of aircraft in flight and on the ground at
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the count line does not exceed the total number of aircraft available of that fleet type.
Integrality is explicitly imposed on the assignment variables while integrality of the ground
arc variables implicitly follows from the formulation. Clearly, FAM is a special case of
GFAM.
We note two main limitations of FAM:
1. the model does not incorporate any crew scheduling or maintenance considerations;
and
2. the revenue function p(x) is assumed to be linear in x. The coefficients rl,f can be
estimated in various ways (see Kniker [Kni98] for an extensive discussion).
The linear assumption on revenue has been observed by various researchers to lead to
inaccurate estimates of revenue. This is due to the fact that in multi-leg itineraries, capacity
decisions on one flight leg affect the number of passengers spilled from that itinerary and,
hence, from other flight legs. This phenomenon is called network effects and is described
in detail in Farkas [Far96] and Kniker [Kni98]. A refined version of the revenue function is
given next.
4.2.3 IFAM
The need to capture network effects has prompted the development of alternative fleet
assignment models. Farkas [Far96] and Barnhart, et al. [BKLOO] developed the Itinerary-
Based Fleet Assignment Model (IFAM). IFAM uses decision variables that explicitly model
the number of passengers booked on (or, alternatively, spilled from) each itinerary. Let P
denote the set of all itineraries. For each p E P, let Dp, p, and fp denote respectively
unconstrained (that is, maximum attainable) demand, number of booked passengers, and
fare for itinerary p. Let p,l be an indicator variable equal to 1 if itinerary p includes flight
leg 1 and 0 otherwise. Finally, let CAPf denote the capacity (in number of passengers) of
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fleet type f. The revenue function in IFAM is given by the following expression:
p(x) = max E fpvp
pEP
subject to E p,l vp < E CAPf xl,1 , Vl E L, (4.2)
PEP fEF
O < vp < Dp, Vp E P.
Incorporating this expression into FAM instead of the linear term E1GL EIEF rl,f xl,f yields
the IFAM formulation which is a linear mixed-integer program.
IFAM solves the fleet assignment problem assuming an idealized version of revenue
management. A version of IFAM that explicitly incorporates recapture decisions can be
found in Barnhart, et al. [BKLOO]. However, any improvements in the quality of the fleet
assignment decisions achievable through this refinement in objective function come at an
expense. IFAM's structure is similar to that of a network design problem, and hence,
suffers from the notoriously weak bound provided by its associated LP relaxation. Relative
to FAM, achieving optimal or near optimal solutions for the large-scale IFAM instances
arising in the airline industry can be computationally time consuming. Moreover, our
computational experience has shown that IFAM becomes intractable when extended to
incorporate further elements in the airline schedule planning process.
IFAM is a special case of the WNDP+ formulation discussed in Chapter 3. We apply the
ideas developed in that chapter to develop the SFAM formulation presented next. SFAM is
an attempt to overcome the computational difficulties associated with IFAM, and to allow
for modeling other revenue functions that might be better approximations of reality.
4.3 Extended Reformulation
In this section, we present the Subnetwork Fleet Assignment Model (SFAM) which is derived
from GFAM through a two-step process:
1. an approximation step based on partitioning the set of flight legs into 'subnetworks';
and
2. a reformulation step based on a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition.
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The first step is equivalent to the WNDP+(II) formulation of Chapter 2. The second
step is equivalent to the DW-WNDP+(II). One difference, however, is that the objective
function of GFAM is generally non-linear in the capacity variables to reflect arbitrary rev-
enue management models. For the sake of clarity, our discussion here is self- contained but
draws upon results from Chapter 2 as needed.
4.3.1 Flight Leg / Itinerary Classification Schemes
For each flight leg 1 E L, we assume the availability of an upper bound, dl, on the number
of passengers that can be booked. This can be viewed as the maximum attainable demand
for the given flight leg regardless of capacity. For example, in IFAM this bound can be
computed as dl = E p,l Dp. Let CAP1 and CAP1 denote, respectively, the smallest and
pep
largest aircraft capacity (measured in number of passengers) that can be assigned to flight
leg 1.
Definition 4.1 Flight leg 1 is called unconstrained if dl < CAP1. It is called potentially
constrained if dl > CAP,.
Definition 4.2 An itinerary is of Type r if it contains exactly r potentially constrained
flight legs. The set of all itineraries of Type r will be denoted by Pr.
4.3.2 Projections
Consider any vector x E BILIIFI. Recall that xl denotes the IFI-subvector whose components
are the assignment variables corresponding to flight leg 1. The projection of x on the
subspace of variables defined by the flight legs in Lk is the subvector xk E BILkl F tI composed
only of those elements of x corresponding to flight legs in Lk. Similarly, the projection of
the set X on Lk is defined as Xk := {xk : x E X}.
4.3.3 Approximation Step
Revenue Function Approximation
We make the following important assumption on the revenue function p:
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(A2) Given any partition II = {L1,..,LK}, we can construct a set of local revenue func-
tions such that
p(x) < E Pk(xk) Vx E X.
k=l
Assumption (A2) states that we can find an upper bound approximation of the revenue
function that decouples by subnetwork. We first outline how this assumption may be
satisfied in general and then show how it is satisfied for the special case of IFAM. Towards
this end, we adopt the more specific notation p(x, 7) to refer to the revenue obtained given
fleet assignment x and fare structure q7. The fare structure is simply a vector in RIPI where
the pth element is the fare of itinerary p E P. Suppose we can find a set of local fares
{7lk}k=lsuch that
K
(A2a) p(x, ) < E p(x, Y7k) Vx E X; and
k=l
(A2b) the following optimization problem can be solved easily
Pk(x k ) := max{p(u, 7k) : ul = xl Vl E Lk and I t x = 1 Vl E L\Lk}.
Then clearly, (A2a) and (A2b) imply (A2). The local revenue functions in (A2b)
optimize revenues for a given subnetwork in a greedy fashion; that is, without regards to
capacity limitations of other subnetworks. The details of how to perform the maximization
in (A2b) depend on the particular revenue management system in use. To take a concrete
example, consider the IFAM revenue function given in (4.2). Let the fare of itinerary p in
local fare 7/k be denoted lkp. Moreover, let p,Lk = 1 if itinerary p includes a flight leg in
Lk, and 0 otherwise. Condition (A2a) is satisfied by (4.2) for any set of local fares where
7 = iK=l /k. In particular, select local fares satisfying (A2a) such that /kp = O whenever
6p,Lk = 0. The maximization in (A2b) is performed by solving the following LP (in the
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variables vp):
Pk(Xk ) = max E 'rk,pVP
pEP
subject to E 5p,l p < E CAPf xl,f,
PEP fEF
E p,l vp < CAPt,
pEP
O < Vp < Dp,
V1 E Lk,
(4.3)
V1 E L\Lk,
Vp E P.
GFAM(II)
Given assumption (A2) on the revenue function, we can define the following approximation
of GFAM which we denote by GFAM(II). It is an intermediate step between GFAM and
SFAM:
K K
maximize Pk(x)- d Xk - hy
k=l k=1
K
subject to E Akk+Gy < b,
k=l
xkEXk, k = 1,...,K,
y EY,
(GFAM(II))
where dk is the subvector of d corresponding to flight legs in
of A of the columns corresponding to the flight legs in Lk.
GFAM if and only if (x l, ...,xK,y) is feasible for GFAM(II).
in the objective function only.
Lk and Ak is the submatrix
Clearly, (x,y) is feasible for
Hence, the approximation is
Analysis of GFAM(II)
In this section, we derive some properties of the quality of approximation of GFAM(II) with
respect to GFAM. Let s = (x, y) denote any feasible solution to GFAM. Consider a flight
leg partition Ii. We distinguish between zi(s), the objective function value of GFAM(IIi)
corresponding to s, and r(s), the objective function value of GFAM corresponding to s.
We call r(s) the 'true' contribution associated with s. The need for this distinction follows
from the approximation to the true contribution inherent in GFAM(HIi). Clearly, we seek
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a fleet assignment that maximizes r(s), and not necessarily zi(s). Let s denote the fleet
assignment obtained when solving GFAM(HII) and let z* := zi(s *) denote the corresponding
optimal objective function value. Let r* denote the optimal contribution obtained by
solving GFAM, that is, * is the best true contribution achievable. Under Assumption
(A2), the following relation is immediate:
Zi > T* > (s). (4.4)
Clearly, GFAM(IIF), with pi(.) := p(.) is identical to GFAM and, therefore, zF = T*. We
now address the question of how the degree of approximation of GFAM(II) depends on the
choice of partition II.
Proposition 4.1 Consider Hi < Hj where i = {Li, ..., Li} and HI = {L,..., LJ}.
Let {qi}K'-1 and {i}k=%1 be the set of local fares associated with Hi and Hj, respectively.
Assume that the local fares have been selected such that p(x, ) < p(x, iq) Vx E X
q:LiCL
(in other words, the revenue functions p(x, 7j) satisfy Assumption (A2a)). Let the set of
local revenue functions {p i}K 1 and {k}k= 1 corresponding to II and Hj , respectively, be
computed according to (A2b). Then,
zi > Zj
Proof. From an optimal solution (xJ'l,..., jK,yj) to GFAM(Ij) construct a solution
(xi,1, ...,xiKi yi) to GFAM(`li) as follows:
xi q : = projection of xj' k on L, VLiq C Li;
yi := yj.
It is easy to verify that the constructed solution is feasible for GFAM(rli). The difference
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in objective functions is:
Ki Kj
z-z E pi (Xik) E pi(X')
k=l k=l
Kj
-Z{[ E p(xi)] -p xjk)}
k=1 q:LiCL 3
Kj
E {[ E P(Uk,i,fk)] -P(Uk,j,fk)}
k=l q:L CLj
Kj
E {[ E p(uk,j, fk)] -P(k,j, fk)}
k=l q:LqCL
> 0
where ui (respectively, Uk,j) is the maximizer of p (xk) (respectively, k(Xjk)) in
(A2b). ·
Recall the definition of complete partition, IIC, introduced in Chapter 3. In the context
of this problem, IIC represents the minimal decomposition of flight legs into spill-independent
subnetworks. Alternatively, IIC is the minimal partition (with respect to nesting) where
Zc* = T*.
The Special Case of IFAM
The results of the above section pertain to any revenue management system satisfying
Assumptions (Al), (A2a), and (A2b). In the case of the IFAM revenue function given by
(4.2) we can state stronger results. The next result provides a simple way of finding a
bound on the optimality gap of GFAM(IIi) without having to do any optimization. Let
P(II i) denote the set of itineraries of Type 2 or greater that contain potentially constrained
flight legs belonging to more than one subnetwork under partition Hi.
Proposition 4.2 In the special case where GFAM is IFAM, and GFAM(IIi ) is defined by
the local revenue functions given by (4.3),
T > Z*- - 7p Dp.
pEP(II i )
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Proof. This is a special case of Proposition 3.5. ·
Note that P(Hl) = 0 by definition.
4.3.4 Reformulation Step
Full Enumeration Approach
Recall that Xk is the projection of the set X on the space of variables defined by subnetwork
Lk. Let Mk denote the matrix whose columns are the elements of Xk. Note that if ILkI = 1
then Mk is an identity matrix. We associate with each subnetwork Lk a decision vector
wk E BlXkl. Hence, wk is a vector of composite decision variables. Each component of wk
represents the assignment of fleet types to a subnetwork of flight legs. The vectors wk along
with the vector of auxiliary variables y form the entire variable set of SFAM.
We now state the SFAM formulation:
K K
maximize E E pk(xk)wk - E (dk Mk)wk-hy
k=l zkEXk k=l
K
subject to E (Ak Mk) k + Gy < b,
k=l (SFAM(II))
ekcok = 1, k = 1,...,K,
wk E BIxkI, k = 1,...,K,
YE Y,
where ek is a Wkl-row vector of s. To highlight the dependence of the formulation on the
choice of partition, we use the notation SFAM(H) to refer to SFAM applied to partition II.
It follows from the results of Chapter 2 that the integer versions of SFAM(H) and
GFAM(II) are equivalent. Note, however, that SFAM is a linear mixed-integer program
regardless of the form of the revenue function. It should also be noted that even if the
revenue function can be expressed linearly (perhaps, by adding extra variables / constraints
to GFAM) then in general, SFAM will have a tighter continuous relaxation. This can
considerably improve the model's tractability in LP-based branch-and-bound schemes.
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Parsimonious Enumeration Approach
For a subnetwork consisting of ILk flight legs, the full enumeration approach outlined above
requires ILkllFIF assignment decision variables. However, it is often possible to employ a
smaller variables using parsimonious variable enumeration described in this subsection. To
motivate the idea, consider the following example:
Example 4.1 Subnetwork Lk consists of three flight legs (11,12,13} that can be assigned any
one of three fleet types (fi, f2, f3}. The full enumeration approach requires 33 = 27 variables
regardless of the capacities of the fleet types. Suppose that these flights are constrained only
under fi. The parsimonious approach requires the following 13 variables only:
0 Fleet Assignment 0 Fleet Assignment(ll, 12,13)
1 (f, l, l) - (l, 12,13) 8 (f2) ()
2 (fl, f) - (11,12) 9 (f2) - (12)
3 (fl,) , 1l) 10 (f) - (13)
4 (f, f) (12,13) 11 (f3) ()
5 (fi) - (1) 12 (f3) - (12)
6 (fl) - (12) 13 (f3) - (13)
7 (f) -(13)
Variables 1 - 7 correspond to all (partial) fleet assignments where all flight legs are con-
strained. Variables 8-13 correspond to all elementary assignments where fleet type capacity
exceeds the unconstrained demand of the flight leg. If fk E RIPI is the local fare structure
associated with this subnetwork, then the coefficients of the above assignments are computed
as specified by (A2b) with the provision that any flight leg that does not feature in an assign-
ment is taken as uncapacitated. This guarantees that assignments not represented explicitly
by the parsimonious variables are 'assembled' properly by the model from the above 13 vari-
ables. For example, the assignment a' : (fi, f, f2) -+ (11, 12,13) will be represented by the
model selecting the parsimonious assignments a2 : (fi, fl) -- (11,12) and a10 : (f2) - (13).
The reader can check that the sum of the costs of al and a10O adds up to that of a'. It can
also be checked that this dominates the cost of any other assembly such as a5 : (fi) - (),
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a6: (fi) - (12), and alO: (f2) - (13)-
We generalize the above example as follows. We call a flight leg constrained under fleet
type f if di > CAPf. The full set of parsimonious decision variables can be generated as
follows. First, include all simple assignment variables. Second, include all other variables
corresponding to (partial) fleet assignments where all flight legs are constrained (see the
above example). The model is then free to 'patch' up those partial assignments to obtain
the original one without any loss of accuracy. This apparently seems like introducing a
greater number of variables. In fact, it almost always does the exact opposite because the
partial assignments would serve as building blocks for other decomposed variables, thus
slowing down the combinatorial explosion inherent in the full enumeration approach. We
show next that this factorization of composite variables into elementary ones often leads to
huge savings in the number of variables employed in medium to large sized subnetworks.
Let the number of assignment variables required by the full enumeration approach and
the parsimonious approach be denoted N1 and N2 respectively. Let al denote the number
of fleet types that can be assigned to flight leg 1. Assume that the unconstrained demand
for each flight leg 1 E L exceeds the capacity of exactly cl fleet types (cl < a). It is easy to
verify that:
N1 = I- al; and (4.5)
IEL
N2 = Z(al-cl) + [II(c +1)]-1.
IGL
To gain insight into the savings in the number of assignment variables, consider the case
where al = a, and cl = pa Vl E L, p E [0, 1]. Denote the number of flight legs by n. In
this case,
N 2 na( -p) - 1 1 
= an +( +)(aNTable 4.1gives repr sentative valuof this atio.
Table 4.1 gives representative values of this ratio.
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n a p
0 0.5 1
2 0.75 1.25 3.25
3 5 0.12 0.40 1.72
10 0.03 0.23 1.33
2 0.31 1.125 7.56
5 5 < 0.01 0.17 2.49
10 < 0.01 0.08 1.61
2 < 0.001 1.00 437.89
15 5 < 0.001 < 0.01 15.41
10 < 0.001 < 0.001 4.18
Table 4.1: Representative savings due to the parsimonious approach.
Number of fleet types 9
Number of flight legs 2044
Percentage of potentially constrained flight legs 17%
Number of itineraries 76741
Percentage of Type 0 itineraries 69%
Percentage of Type 1 itineraries 29%
Percentage of Type 2 or greater itineraries 2%
Table 4.2: SFAM test instance: summary statistics.
It is clear that for flight legs constrained by a relatively small number of fleet types, the
savings in variables as a result of employing the parsimonious approach is very substantial.
This is especially true as the number of flight legs and / or fleet types increases. Whichever
approach is used, the results and solution algorithms of SFAM presented in this Chapter
are unchanged.
4.4 Proof-of-Concept Results
In this section we present results obtained by applying SFAM to a data set drawn from a
major U.S. airline where the IFAM revenue function is assumed to hold. Summary statistics
of the data set are given in table 4.2.
The complete partition for this data set has a total of 8 subnetworks of size larger than
1. The largest of these subnetworks has 275 flight legs, the rest have a small number of
flight legs each.
Given the presence of a prohibitively large subnetwork in IIC, it is necessary to employ
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FAM IFAM SFAM
Problem size
Number of columns 18,487 77,284 96,148
Number of rows 7,827 10,905 7,847
Number of non-zero entries 50,034 128,864 81,920
Solution time [sec]
Time in branch and bound 877 >2113 365
Total time 974 >2296 771
Difference between LP relaxation and 36 235,649 891
best IP solution objective function values
Contribution [$/day] 21,178,815 21,066,811 21,227,196
Improvement over FAM [$/year] 0 (29,233,044) 12,627,441
Table 4.3: A comparison between FAM, IFAM and SFAM results.
finer partitions. A solution procedure that is a simplified version of that outlined in Figure
3-3 of Chapter 3 was used. In particular, no iteration in steps 4 and 5 took place. The
Lagrange multiplier vector A of step 5 was always set to 0. The efficient partition at the
beginning of step 4 was selected as follows: Starting with the complete partition, lowest
fares itineraries were incrementally removed from those subnetworks that had many flight
legs. The outcome was a breakdown of the complete partition into one with 21 subnetworks
of size larger than 1. The largest of these subnetworks had 6 flight legs. Hence the complete
partition was fragmented into a finer partition to decrease the number of composite columns
that need to be generated. A single iteration of SFAM was then solved using CPLEX 6.5
on a HPC 3000 machine. The results obtained are reported in table 4.3 and compared to
the results obtained from implementing FAM and IFAM on the same problem instance.1
The total solution time reported for SFAM includes the pre-processing time required
for computing the complete partition, constructing a finer partition, and calculating the
spill cost objective function coefficients. This pre-processing time was no more than 300
seconds.
The number of composite columns added was 77,661. The generation of these columns
was performed employing the parsimonious approach. Using this approach, the number
of composite variables that needs to be generated is only a small fraction of the number
1 The computational experiments reported in this section were performed by Manoj Lohatepanont. The
reader is referred to [LohOl] for a more extensive set of results.
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required to enumerate all possible fleet assignments for the specified partition. In fact, the
parsimonious approach in this instance resulted in a 90% saving of columns required.
The tightness of the LP relaxation of SFAM is clearly demonstrated by this problem
instance. The integrality gap of the SFAM formulation was 0.3% of that displayed by
IFAM.
The solution time reported for IFAM was the time taken to generate the best integer
solution reported. CPLEX was left to run for several hours afterwards with no improvement
in objective function value. IFAM failed, therefore, to generate an optimal solution within
an acceptable solution time. In fact, the best integer solution generated had a lower
contribution value than the one obtained by FAM.
The difference between the optimal objective function value of SFAM and the true
contribution associated with the solution obtained provides a bound on the optimality gap
of SFAM. This difference was $94,155 per day or equivalently an optimality gap of 0.4%.
SFAM has, therefore, successfully solved a large instance of the fleet assignment problem
in a reasonable amount of time while incorporating networks effects. The result is a fleet
assignment better than that obtained by FAM and IFAM. While not exhaustive, this
computational experiment is indicative of SFAM's tractability and applicability to practical
size fleet assignment and extended fleet assignment problems. It also demonstrates that a
very simplified version of the algorithm developed in Chapter 3 can yield significant result.
More sophisticated implementations can yield more savings.
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Chapter 5
Part I Summary and Future
Directions
5.1 Summary of Contributions
In our view, the main contributions of this research are:
1. An extensive analysis of the complexity and structure of a weakly-coupled network
design problem, WNDP+;
2. A flexible solution framework for WNDP+ that provides a trade-off between solution
quality and solution time;
3. The application of this framework to develop a novel formulation for the airline fleet
assignment problem that is able to incorporate more realistic revenue models.
5.2 Future Directions
This research can be developed further along a number of possible directions:
* How can the results of Chapter 3 be extended to network design problems character-
ized by a 'small' number of paths for each commodity?
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* What applications other than capacity provision in revenue management systems can
be cast as WNDP+?
* We need to perform a more extensive empirical assessment of the performance of the
algorithms proposed.
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Chapter 6
Introduction to Part II
A large class of optimization algorithms are based on the natural idea of constructing a
good feasible solution by solving a sequence of lower-dimension optimization problems.
The complex task of finding a global optimum is decomposed into a sequence of myopic
local searches. Each local problem in the sequence might be solved optimally or solved
approximately by finding a 'good' solution. Examples of algorithms falling within this class
include the simplex method for linear programs, augmenting path algorithms for maximum
flow problems, and Kruskal's algorithm for minimum spanning trees.
Although we will not attempt to provide a rigorous argument here, it might be useful to
observe that some of these algorithms (though, apparently, not all) possess the additional
property of being augmentation algorithms; that is, roughly speaking, they 'build' a solution
in a sequence of augmentation steps without revisiting past decisions. Kruskal's algorithm
clearly falls within this category. Augmenting path algorithms also fall within this category
when viewed in the space of residual network paths. Clearly, the simplicity provided by
myopic augmentation algorithms provides computational advantages, yet it narrows down
the range of problems for which they are suitable.
Arguably, such algorithms are most likely to succeed for convex problems where it
suffices to find a local optimum. However, even for this special case, convergence to
a local optimum might not be guaranteed. An example is the application of a generic
augmenting path algorithm to the max flow problem with irrational data. Even when they
are guaranteed to converge, different implementations can differ significantly in running
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time complexity.
Now consider nonconvex problems (including discrete ones). It is not difficult to point
out numerous cases where myopic augmentation algorithms either take exponential time
to find optimal solutions or perform arbitrarily badly when limited to polynomial running
time. The fact that they do sometimes perform to within a constant factor of optimality
is the exception, not the rule.
In this part of the dissertation, we investigate the performance of a family of myopic
augmentation algorithms, which we refer to as GENERALIZED GREEDY, when applied to
the abstract discrete problem of maximizing a submodular function over an independence
system. This problem encompasses many well-known combinatorial problems of theoretical
as well as practical interest. GENERALIZED GREEDY incrementally augments the current
solution by adding subsets of arbitrary, possibly variable, cardinality. On one extreme it
reduces to the well known standard best-in greedy algorithm, which we refer to as STANDARD
GREEDY. On the other extreme it is synonymous with complete enumeration. It spans a
range of tractability-versus-optimality trade-offs. Building on pioneering work by Conforti,
Cornu6jols, Fisher, Nemhauser, Wolsey and others, we analyze the worst-case performance
of such an algorithm in terms of its parameters. We then define a continuous relaxation of
the original problem and show that some of the derived bounds apply with respect to the
relaxed problem. This extends, and in some cases strengthens, previously known results
for the standard best-in greedy. The bounds help us identify problem instances where such
an algorithm performs well.
In this chapter, we define the problem formally, review some preliminary results, present
a selection of motivating applications, and state the STANDARD GREEDY algorithm. In
Chapter 7, we survey relevant complexity and approximation results. In Chapter 8, we
define GENERALIZED GREEDY and analyze its performance for matroids in Chapter 9.
Chapter 10 extends some of the bounds to a continuous relaxation of the discrete problem
and relaxes the matroid assumption to derive a new bound for general independence systems.
Finally, we conclude in Chapter 11 with a summary of contributions and an exposition of
open problems.
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6.1 Problem Statement
The definitions presented in this section can be found in many standard expositions. For
instance, the reader is referred to [Lov83], [NeW88], and [SchO3].
A set system I := (N, F), where N is a finite set of cardinality n and F is a collection
of subsets of N, is an independence system if it satisfies the following properties:
(P1) 0 EC Y:;
(P2) A C B E F implies A E F.
An independence system is a matroid if, in addition to (P1) and (P2), it satisfies the
following property:
(P3) If A, B E F and AI < IBI then there exists e E B\A such that A U {e} E F.
An equivalent way of stating property (P3) is:
(P3/) For all C C N, if A and B are maximal in C with respect to F then A I = BI.
Properties (P2), (P3), and (P3/) are commonly referred to as the "hereditary", "growth",
and "maximal = maximum" properties, respectively.
A real-valued set function z : 2 N --+ is submodular if and only if:
(P4) z(A) + z(B) > z(A U B) + z(A n B) for all A, B C N.
Note that affine functions are submodular, with equality holding in (P4) for each pair
of sets A, B C N.
For any A C N, define the marginal value function of z with respect to A by
PA (B) := z(A U B) - z(A) VB C N. (6.1)
It can be shown (see Schrijver [SchO3]) that an equivalent definition of submodularity is
given by:
(P4') p,( j}) < pA({j}) VAC B C N and j E N\B.
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Therefore, submodularity, can be viewed as a discrete analogue of concavity. It fre-
quently arises in systems exhibiting "economies of scale"; that is, non-increasing marginal
returns.
We refer to the function z as normalized when:
(P5) z(0) = 0.
We refer to it as nondecreasing when:
(P6) A C B C N implies z(A) < z(B).
The main problem addressed in this part of the thesis can be stated as follows:
z* := max{z(S): S E F}. (P)
where z : 2N 1 is a normalized nondecreasing submodular function and .F is an inde-
pendence system (in certain sections we will restrict attention to matroids). We refer to z
as the objective function and to Y as the set of feasible solutions. A number of well-known
combinatorial optimization problems can be cast as Problem (P). We review some of these
problems and their applications in Section 6.3.
The following example is an instance of Problem (P) and illustrates that a strict local
optimum is not necessarily a global optimum. A strict local optimum is interpreted as a
solution that deteriorates through any single element exchange. This fact, in our view, is
one of the reasons why it is difficult to design good algorithms that solve Problem (P).
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Example 6.1
N = el, e2, e 3, e4}. The function z is
A
q0
{el }
{e2}
{e3}
{e4}
{el, e2}
{ei, e3}
{e,, e4 }
z(A)
0
1
1
1
1
1.4
1.7
1.4
defined in the table below.
A
{e 2 , e3 }
{e2 , e 4}
{e 3, e4}
{e, e2, e3 }
{el, e 2 , e 4 }
{el,e 3, e4
{e 2 , e3 , e 4 }
N
z(A)
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
It can be verified that this function is normalized, nondecreasing, and submodular. Now
define the matroid I := (N, F) by all subsets of N having cardinality 2 or less; that is
= {), el 2}, { e2  , {e4 }, {el, e2}, el, e3}, {el, e4}, {e2, e3}, e2, e4}, {e3, e4}).
It can be verified that this indeed defines a matroid (in fact it is a uniform matroid in
the terminology defined in the next section). Now consider the solution {e2,e4} of value
1.5. This solution deteriorates through by any single element exchange with the set {el, e3}.
Therefore, it can be considered a strict local optimum. However, the unique global optimum
is {el, e3} with value 1.7. It is also worth noting that the solution {e2, e4} could be a solution
produced by the STANDARD GREEDY algorithm defined in Section 6.4. This shows that the
combination of greedy and local exchange might perform no better than greedy alone (an
observation that holds even in some worst-case instances). This property is also shared by
the GENERALIZED GREEDY algorithm defined in Chapter 8.
We conclude this section by noting that the normalization property (P5) does not impose
any loss of generality. Given any nondecreasing submodular function z' with z'(0) = c,
we can construct a normalized nondecreasing submodular function z(S) := z'(S) - c for all
S C N. In this case, the performance guarantees derived should be interpreted as bounds
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I
on the ratio (z* - c)/(zG - c).
6.2 Preliminaries
In this section we establish various elementary facts and characterizations of submodular
functions and independence systems.
The following proposition is easy to establish from the definition of the marginal objec-
tive function.
Proposition 6.1
If z : 2N .R is nondecreasing submodular then, for any A C N, the marginal value
function PA (.) defined by (6.1) is normalized, nondecreasing, and submodular.
The next proposition will be useful in establishing the bounds derived in Section 9.
Proposition 6.2
For any normalized submodular function z : 2N -7 R, any nonempty subset A of N and
any integer d E {1, ..., IA)}, if max{z(B) : B C A, BI = d}) b, then
z(A) < ' b.
Proof.
Let A = {al,a 2,...,al). Define A ° := 4 and A i := Uj=i{aj} for i = 1,...,1. The
submodularity of z enables us to assume without loss of generality that the elements of A
are labelled such that PAp-i (ap) > PAq-1 (aq) for all p and q satisfying 1 < p < q < 1. Define
r := Ll/dJ d. A can be partitioned into Ll/dJ mutually exclusive subsets each of size d.
By submodularity,
z(Ar) < Ll/dJ b.
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Note that
z(Ar) = ZPA-1(ai) and
i=1
z(A) = pA - (ai).
i=1
Given the ordering of the elements of A,
z(A') > z(A)
r -
Combining the inequalities yields the statement of the proposition. ·
Conforti and Cornu6jols [CoC84] introduced the concept of total curvature, a, of a set
function, defined as:
p,(j) - PN\j()
a := maxt -PN\j)jEN. p(j)
where N. = {j E N: pO(j) > 0) and p(.) is the marginal value function defined above. A
function is affine if and only if a = 0. For nondecreasing submodular functions a E [0,1].
An independence system can be characterized in a number of different ways. A complete
characterization is provided by its rank function r : 2N --. Z+ defined by r(S) := max{lXJ :
X C S and X E F}. Note that S E F if and only if r(S) = ISI. It is well known result that
the rank function of a matroid is normalized, nondecreasing, and submodular (see [SchO3]).
We will refer to r(N), the cardinality of the largest independent set, as the rank of the
independence system, and denote it by K.
A more compact characterization is in terms of the rank and girth of the independence
system. Girth is the cardinality of the smallest dependent set in the system, and will be
denoted by k + 1. A uniform matroid is one that is defined by F = {X C N: IXI < K}.
Note that for uniform matroids K = k, but this relationship does not hold in general.
It is known that any independence system (N, F) can be decomposed into a finite number
of matroids; that is, there exists matroids (N, i) i = 1, ...,p' such that F = nl'1F (see
[KoH78]). Therefore, another way of characterizing an independence system is in terms of
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the minimum number, p, of matroids into which it can be decomposed. It is not known, in
general, how to find p efficiently.
A final characterization is given by the rank quotient, q, of an independence system
defined as
q min
SCN r(S)
where r(S) is the lower rank of S defined as the cardinality of the smallest maximal
independent set in S. Clearly, 0 q 1 with q = 1 if and only if the independence
system is a matroid. Korte and Hausmann [HKJ80] computed the rank quotient for a
few simple independence systems. For example, the independence systems arising from
the Symmetrical Travelling Salesman Problem or from the matching problem have q > 2.
However, in general, it is not known how to find q efficiently. The following result by
Hausmann et al. [HKJ80] is useful in comparing bounds:
Proposition 6.3 (Hausmann et al. [HKJ80])
If an independence system I := (N, F) of rank quotient q is the intersection of p matroids
then q > 1.
6.3 Applications
The generality of Problem (P) allows a very large variety of combinatorial problems to be
cast as special cases. In fact, any problem that can be formulated as the maximization
of a normalized nondecreasing submodular function, z, over any set system, S = (N, F),
falls within the framework of Problem (P). To see this, consider the independence system
I = (N,:F') defined by F' := {A : A C B for some B E F}. It follows from the non-
decreasing assumption of z that maxACe z(A) = maxAI, z(A). Therefore, Problem (P)
includes essentially all combinatorial problems with linear nondecreasing objective func-
tions. Additionally, it includes those with nondecreasing submodular functions. The
reader is referred to [Fuj91] and [Nar97] which are specialized monographs on submodular-
ity as well as standard combinatorial optimization books such as [NeW88] and [SchO3] for
examples of theoretical and practical problems involving submodularity. We note that the
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maximum cut problem in directed and undirected graphs is not a special case of Problem
(P) because the cut function, while submodular, is not necessarily nondecreasing. We also
note a useful characterization of nondecreasing submodular functions equivalent to proper-
ties (P4) and (P6). A function z is nondecreasing submodular if and only if (see [NeW88]
for a proof):
z(B) < z(A) + E PA({j)) VA,B C N.
jGB\A
The recognition of the existence of a nondecreasing submodular objective function in a
problem can be subtle, and may require a transformation of the feasible space.
In the rest of this section we discuss three practical applications of Problem (P) where
the feasible set is a matroid.
6.3.1 Combinatorial Auctions
In forward combinatorial auctions, buyers can bid on bundles (sets) of one or more items
simultaneously. Let M denote the set of items to be sold and let B denote the set of
bidders. Each bidder b has a valuation function vb : 2M - . By allowing bids on bun-
dles, combinatorial auctions enable buyers to express the nonlinearities inherent in their
valuations arising from substitution or complementarity effects among the items. A vast
literature exists on designing and analyzing auction mechanisms in general, and combina-
torial auctions mechanisms in particular. The reader is referred to [Kle99] and [KaP03] for
an introduction to the literature. We focus attention here on the Winner Determination
Problem (WDP), faced by the auctioneer, of how to allocate items among bidders in order
to maximize revenue. Formally, WDP can be cast as follows:
z* := {max E vb(Mb) : {Mb}bEB is a partition of M}. (WDP)
bEB
Define the ground set N := {(a, b) : a E M, b E B}. Define the collection of indepen-
dent sets, , to be those sets where no two elements correspond to the same item; that is,
no item is assigned to multiple bidders. Thus a one-to-one correspondence exists between
independent sets and (partial) feasible assignments. It can be verified that the collection of
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independent sets defines a matroid (whose rank is IMI). The valuation functions can be
defined on N instead of on M. These functions are for most practical purposes normalized
and nondecreasing. Some researchers have analyzed the case where valuation functions
are additive in the items sold up to a budget constraint. Such functions are submodu-
lar. Lehmann et al. [LLN02] have also observed that substitution effects among items
correspond precisely to the notion of submodular valuation functions. In either of these
cases the functions vb (and their analogues defined on the ground set N) are normalized,
nondecreasing, and submodular for each bidder b. It then follows that the objective func-
tion in Problem (WDP) also inherits these properties (submodularity is preserved under
addition). Hence, (WDP) is a special case of Problem (P).
We conclude this section by highlighting a result by Lehman et al. [LLN02] that is
relevant to the bounds discussed in this part of the thesis. Note that sequential single-item
auctions essentially provide a greedy approach to solving Problem (WDP) 1.
Proposition 6.4 (Lehman et al. [LLN02])
For normalized, non-decreasing, and submodular valuation functions, replacing a fully
combinatorial auction by a sequence of single-item auctions produces total revenue that is
at least half the optimal.
6.3.2 Bank Account Location
The bank account location problem analyzed in Cornu6jols et al. [CFN77] provided much
of the initial motivation behind the study of Problem (P). Consider a firm wishing to
maximize its funds by maintaining a fixed number of bank accounts in strategically located
cities and assigning bill payments to accounts in such a way as to maximize the clearing
time of payments. Formally, given an INI x INi nonnegative matrix [cij] (representing, say,
the interest saved by paying client i from an account located in city j), the problem is
max{Zmaxcij: S C N and ISI < K} (6.2)
iEN j
1 A careful reading of the proofs of STANDARD-GREEDY in the literature shows that the performance
guarantee of 2 applies in the special case of the auctions example, independent of item sequence. It suffices
to select a bidder with the highest marginal valuation for each item, regardless of the ordering of items.
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where K is the maximum number of accounts to open. It can easily be verified that the
feasible set defines a (uniform) matroid, and that the objective function is submodular. The
problem is NP-complete by reduction from the node covering problem. This problem can
be viewed as a maximization version of the K-median problem defined by
min{ mincij: S # qb,S C N and ISI < K}. (6.3)
It should be noted, however, that the K-median problem is not a special case of Problem
(P) because we do not know of a transformation where assumptions (P4), (P5), and (P6)
are simultaneously satisfied.
For examples of other problems having similar structure and arising in different appli-
cations, the reader is referred to [KPR98] and [DoK93].
6.3.3 Channel Assignment in Cellular Networks
A third application of Problem (P) arises in cellular networks and falls under the more
generic problem of graph coloring.
Simon [Sim89] describes a setting where channels from a give set is to be assigned
to users in a cellular radio network. Users in geographical proximity must be assigned
different channels in order to prevent co-channel interference. The problem is to maximize
the number of satisfied call requests. Simon describes an abstraction of this problem where
each user is represented by a node in an undirected graph and edges represent pairs of
nodes that must be assigned different channels (colors). The objective is to color the
maximum number of nodes from a finite number of colors such that no two adjacent nodes
have the same color. Building on earlier work by Johnson [Joh74], Simon considers an
algorithm that starts by picking a any color and assigning it to the maximum number of
nodes through solving a maximum stable set problem2. The colored nodes are then deleted
and the same process is applied to the residual graph using the remaining colors. At each
step the maximum stable set problem can be solved polynomially within of optimality
2The term 'stable set' of a graph is used here instead of the equivalent term 'independent set' of a graph
to avoid confusion with independent sets of matroids.
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using an approximation scheme developed by Hochbaum and Maass [HoM85] that exploits
the special structure of the problem. Simon shows that the sequential coloring algorithm
has performance guarantee of e/(e - 1).
This problem can be cast in the form of Problem (P) as follows. Consider a complete
bipartite graph G = (L U R, E) where L is the set of colors and R is the set of all stable sets
in the original problem (that is, subsets of nodes where no pair shares an edge). Define
a uniform matroid where the ground set N := E, and any subset of E of cardinality ILI
or less is feasible. Also define a set function z : 2E -- 1 where for any E' C E, z(E')
is the number of nodes in the union of stable sets incident on the edges of E'; that is,
z(E') = U{L,R.)cEE Re. It can be verified that:
* z is normalized, nondecreasing, and submodular;
* An optimal solution exists where the colors are assigned to mutually exclusive stable
sets. Thus the matroid problem is equivalent to the coloring problem;
* A greedy solution of the matroid problem where ties are broken in favor of mutually
exlusive stable sets is exactly equivalent to the sequential coloring algorithm proposed
in [Sim89].
In Chapter 7, we show that the e/(e- 1) performance guarantee applies to the more gen-
eral problem of maximizing normalized nondecreasing submodular functions over uniform
matroids using STANDARD GREEDY.
6.4 Standard Greedy Algorithm
A simple approach to finding a feasible solution to Problem (P) is the following standard
best-in greedy algorithm:
Algorithm 6.1 STANDARD GREEDY
Initialize i := 0; Go := ;
While Gi is not maximal do
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{ Set i := i + 1;
Select xi = arg max {pGi-1(X) : x E N\G i - 1 and Gi- l U x E F);
Set Gi := Gi - ' U xi. }.
At each iteration i, the algorithm augments the incumbent solution Gi - l with an ele-
ment xi that yields maximum marginal objective function improvement while maintaining
feasibility. The algorithm terminates once a maximal solution is constructed. Note that we
consider maximal solutions only because the objective function is assumed nondecreasing.
It is well-known that STANDARD GREEDY is optimal when the objective function is
affine and the feasible set is defined by a matroid (see Section 7.2.1). It is also easy to
see that STANDARD GREEDY can produce arbitrarily bad solutions when the feasible set
is defined by a general independence system even if the objective function is affine. The
example below illustrates the myopic nature of STANDARD GREEDY leading it to produce
suboptimal solutions when the objective function is submodular even when the feasible set
is defined by a matroid.
Example 6.2
N = {el,e 2,e3}. The function z is defined as follows:
A |0 {el} {e2} {e3} {el,e2} {ei,e 3} {e2,e3} N
z(A) 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
It can be verified that this function is normalized, nondecreasing, and submodular. Now
define the matroid I := (N, F) by
= {, {ei}, {e2 }, {e3 }, {ei, e2 }, {e2, e3 }}-.
It can be verified that this indeed defines a matroid. Now consider an application of STAN-
DARD GREEDY where the first element selected is el (infinitesimal perturbations can be
introduced to make this element the unique choice by the algorithm). In this case, the
solution produced is {ei, e2} of value 1 whereas the optimal value is 2 corresponding to the
solution {e2, e3 }.
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We review known results on the performance of STANDARD GREEDY in the next chapter.
It will be shown that the performance ratio of 2 produced in the above example is the worst
possible for Problem (P) when I is a matroid.
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Chapter 7
Literature Review
In this chapter we review the literature on complexity results pertaining to Problem (P)
and performance bounds applicable to greedy type algorithms.
It is useful to distinguish between the following classes of objective functions and inde-
pendence systems:
ZL: set of all linear functions; that is, submodular functions that can be expressed as
z(A) = EaGA c(a) for all A C N for some ground set N and arbitrary scalars c(a)
and a E N. The independence assumption allows us to assume without loss of
generality that c(a) > 0 for all a E N;
Zs: set of all nondecreasing submodular functions;
Fu: set of all uniform matroids; u = {F: F = {X C N: IXI < K} for some K E Z+}
for some ground set N;
M : set of all matroids; FM = {(F: (N, F) is a matroid} for some ground set N;
FK: the set consisting of all sets that are feasible solutions to a knapsack constraint on N;
FK F = { X C N:  {  w(x) < B} for some B E Z+ and w(x) E Z+ Vx E N};
xCX
Fi : set of all independence systems; FI = {F: (N, F) is an independence system}.
A hierarchy of these classes of independence systems is depicted in Figure 7-1.
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Fu -. FM /-.F I
FK
Figure 7-1: A hierarchy of the different classes of feasible sets. F1 - F2 indicates that
.F1 c F2.
ZL ZS
Fu Polynomial NP-complete
YFM Polynomial NP-complete
YFK NP-complete NP-complete
FI NP-complete NP-complete
Table 7.1: Complexity results for Problem (P)
We use the short hand notation AIB to denote Problem (P) with the objective function
restricted to class A and the feasible set restricted to class B. For example ZLIFI refers
to the maximization of linear functions over independence systems.
7.1 Complexity Results
Table 7.1 summarizes the complexity of Problem (P). The optimality of STANDARD
GREEDY for ZLI.FM was shown by Gale [Gal68] and Edmonds [Edm71]. Karp [Kar72]
showed the NP - completeness of the node covering and knapsack problems which are
special cases of Zs$'u and ZLI.FK, respectively. The remaining entries in Table 7.1 follow
by the implications in Figure 7-1 and the fact that ZL C Z.
7.2 Performance Bounds
The results summarized in Figure 7-1 and Table 7.1 have motivated the development of
approximation algorithms and the analysis of their worst-case performance. Let za denote
the value of the solution obtained by the approximation algorithm under consideration and
let z* denote the optimal value. An algorithm has an approximation guarantee of > 1
if z*/za < 7l for all instances of Problem (P). A summary of the main approximation
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ZL
1
1 [Edm7l]
none
p [KoH78]
I [Jen76]
[1 [K-1]K]-1 < el [NWF78]
2 [FNW78]
1 + a [CoC84]
[1 - aG KK] - l [CoC84]
2 K > 2k
[ K[K-1]2 K] K < 2k [CoC84]
none
p + 1 [FNW78]
[1 -[_ l]k]- [FNW78]
p + a [CoC84]
a[l [K]k]-1 [CoC84]
Table 7.2: Approximation guarantees for Standard Greedy when applied to Problem (P)
guarantees of STANDARD GREEDY when applied to Problem (P) is given in Table 7.2 and
discussed below. The parameters a, q, p, and K are as defined in Section 6.2. The
parameter aG is defined below. In many cases, these bounds are sharp, which roughly
means that instances achieving the given bound exist. For the exact meaning of sharpness
for a particular bound the reader can consult the original reference.
7.2.1 Linear Functions
The optimality of STANDARD GREEDY for ZLIFM was shown by Edmonds [Edm71]. The
reverse result characterizing matroids as the only set systems where STANDARD GREEDY
guarantees an optimal solution under any objective function z E ZL was shown by Rado
[Rad57]. Both results were also proven indirectly by Gale [Gal68].
In contrast, STANDARD GREEDY does not have a constant approximation ratio when
applied to ZLIFK. To see this consider the following example. For some integer s > 1, let
N = {eo, el, wi = 1 for i = 1...,efo ., s, co = 1 + E for some E > 0, ci =1 for i =
1, ..., s, and B = s. The objective is max cUnEX : -x w < B}. The optimal
xcO..,s)
solution is X = {1, ..., s} with z* = s. However STANDARD GREEDY selects X = {0} with
ZG = 1+ E. Even a simple modification of the STANDARD GREEDY, where at each iteration
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-FI
the item with highest ratio of objective function coefficient to weight is selected, will not
work. Consider the following example (adapted from [KMN99]): N = {el,e 2 }, wl = 1,
w2 = s, c1 = 1, c2 = s - 1, and B = s. The optimal solution is X = {2} with z* = s - 1.
The modified Greedy algorithm will yield zG = 1 because element el has the highest value
to weight ratio. The approximation guarantee can be made arbitrarily large by selecting s
arbitrarily large. We note that this property of STANDARD GREEDY is in sharp contrast
to the fully polynomial time approxmation scheme (FPTAS) proposed by Ibarra and Kim
for ZLIFK [IbK75]. FPTAS means that for any e > 0, the approximation algorithm has
running time that is polynomial in the instance size and in ~, and is guaranteed to produce
a solution whose relative error is within . In a sense, FPTAS is almost the best any
algorithm can achieve for NP - Hard problems unless P = NP.
The performance of STANDARD GREEDY to ZLJIFI has been studied by a number of
researchers. For example, Korte and Hausmann [KoH78] have shown that the performance
of STANDARD GREEDY is bounded from above by the minimum number p of matroids
into which the independence system can be decomposed. Fisher et al. [FNW78] consider
special cases of Problem (P) that can be formulated as linear integer programs. They prove
a stronger performance result where the relative error of the greedy solution compared to
that of the LP relaxation of Problem (P) is bounded from above by p. Jenkyns [Jen76]
has shown that the performance ratio is upper bounded by l, where q is the rank quotient
of the independence system. Recall that Hausmann et al. [HKJ80] have shown that < p
for any independence system.
7.2.2 Nondecreasing Submodular Functions
The performance of STANDARD GREEDY when applied to Zslu has been analyzed in detail
by Nemhauser et al. [NWF78]. They derive a sharp bound of [1 _- [KK-1]K]-l < ee where
K is the rank of the matroid. For ZSIFM, a sharp approximation ratio of 2 was obtained
by Fisher, Nemhauser and Wolsey [FNW78]. They also derive a bound of [1 - [ ]k]-l
where k + 1 is the girth of the matroid. Conforti and Cornuejols [CoC84] generalize the
bounds of [FNW78] to [1+ a and [ _ [K]k]]-l where a is the total curvature of the
submodular function defined in Section (6.2). Conforti and Cornu6jols [CoC84] also derive
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two other bounds:
·* 7r [1 - ao[KKl]] - 1 where aG is the greedy curvature of the objective function
defined as max min (}PGi ) where := j E N\G G U E 1<iT-1 jENi Pe(r)) N { { 
and p,({j}) > 0 and T is the number of iterations executed by STANDARD GREEDY;
and
*· 7 < [1 - [KL]2k-K]-l if K < 2k and < 2 otherwise. This bound is sharp.
For Zs JFI, Fisher et al. [FNW78] establish the bounds p+ 1 and [1- [K ]k]-. These
were generalized to p + a and [1 -[1 ]k]]-1 by Conforti and Cornu6jols [CoC84].
7.2.3 Variants of Standard Greedy
A variant of STANDARD GREEDY that augments the current solution by a subset of constant
size has been analyzed for two special cases of Problem (P). We refer to such an algorithm
as R-GREEDY, where R is the constant augmentation size. Suppose K = mR - r for some
integer m, and let A = (R - r)/R. Nemhauser et al. [NWF78] have shown that for ZsIFu
R-GREEDY has an approximation guarantee of [1 - (__)( _)m-] -. This bound is
sharp if r = 0. For ZLIFI, Hausmann et al. [HKJ80] have shown that the approximation
guarantee q still holds even though R-GREEDY may produce a solution of lower value than
STANDARD GREEDY. This bound is, in general, not sharp. Note that these two bounds
consider two extremes of Problem (P) where the feasible set, respectively, the objective
function, has a simple form. Our analysis in this part of the thesis applies to Problem (P)
in general with augmentations of arbitrary variable size, and results in stronger bounds.
Another variant studied by Nemhauser at al. [NWF78] for ZslFu involves the enumer-
ation of all subsets of cardinality c, where c E 1, 2, ..., K - 1}, followed by completing each
of the (c) partial solutions using a standard greedy approach until a maximal solution is
reached. The best solution produced is then selected. The authors have shown that such
an algorithm has an approximation guarantee of
[( K ) K - C )
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7.3 Hardness of Approximation
We conclude this section by mentioning an important inapproximability result. Fiege
[Fei78] has shown that the best possible approximation guarantee for the max K-cover
problem is eel assuming P NP. Max K-cover is the problem of selecting at most K
subsets whose union has maximum cardinality from a collection of subsets of a given ground
set. Max K-cover is a special case of Zs$ru. This implies that STANDARD GREEDY
achieves an approximation guarantee for ZsJFu that is best possible unless P = NP.
A somewhat related result, that we mention here for completeness, is the following one
by Nemhauser and Wolsey [NeW78]:
Proposition 7.1 (Nemhauser and Wolsey [Ne W78])
For the Zslu family of problems, no algorithm requiring a number of function evalu-
ations polynomial in n (the cardinality of the ground set) has an approximation guarantee
better than ee1 .
It is important to note that this result measures computation in terms of n rather than
in terms of the instance input size which could be exponential in n for complicated objective
functions.
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Chapter 8
Generalized Greedy Algorithm
A main question addressed in this part of the dissertation is the following: What is the
performance of a generalization of STANDARD GREEDY where at each iteration the incum-
bent solution is augmented, not by a single element but instead, by a subset of elements of
arbitrary cardinality? At one extreme this algorithm is the same as standard greedy. At
the other extreme it is synonymous with complete enumeration. This yields a family of
algorithms that represents a continuum of trade-offs between optimality and tractability.
We are interested in deriving performance guarantees for such an algorithm in terms of its
parameters.
The generalized algorithm is formally stated below, followed by a few explanatory re-
marks.
Algorithm 8.1 GENERALIZED GREEDY
Initialize i := 0; Go := ;
While Gi is not maximal do
{ Set i := i + 1;
Select mi, ni E Z+;
Select yi > y'i := max{pGi-1(X): X C N and IXI < mi};
Select Xi = arg max {pGi-1 (X) : Gi-1 U X E F and IXI < n};
Set Gi := Gi- 1 U Xi. }.
At each iteration i, the algorithm performs two steps. The first is an unconstrained
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optimization step yielding an upper bound, 7i, on the largest unconstrained marginal im-
provement, y, for an augmentation of size at most mi. This is followed by a constrained
optimization step to determine an augmentation Xi of size at most n that yields a new
feasible solution of maximum marginal improvement. The actual augmentation size, IXil,
will be denoted by ni. The short-hand notation GREEDY(m,n) will be used to denote
an implementation of GENERALIZED GREEDY with m := [mi] and n := [ni] as the step
sizes chosen. STANDARD GREEDY is equivalent to GREEDY(m, 1) with a sufficiently large
value for yi assumed at each iteration. In the analysis below, t denotes the number of
iterations executed by GENERALIZED GREEDY and G := Gt denotes the final solution
constructed with value zG := z(G). For each i E (1,...,t), define Si := pGi-1(Xi) and
i := i - PN\xi(Xi). i is the constrained marginal improvement at iteration i and Ai is a
modified marginal improvement value that is useful in the analysis. Finally, average values
are denoted by 5i := 6i/ni and 7i := i/mi for i = 1, ..., t.
It should be noted that while the unconstrained optimization step has no effect on the
construction of the greedy solution, it does play an important role in gathering information
about the objective function in the vicinity of the solution constructed. This information in
general improves the quality of the bounds computed. The incorporation of this information
will be evident in the bounds developed in Chapter 9. Therefore, the purpose of the
algorithm can be characterized as providing a primal solution as well as dual information
that leads to an improved bound on the optimality gap. Intuitively, the unconstrained step
helps distinguish between cases where the best marginal improvement attainable is small
because the objective function is flat in the vicinity of the current solution and cases where
is it small because of restrictions imposed by the feasible set F. The next example provides
an illustration.
Example 8.1
Consider an instance of Problem (P) where N = {el,e2,e3} and I is a matroid of
rank 2. Suppose GENERALIZED GREEDY is implemented with unit step sizes; that is the
algorithm consists of two iterations with n' = n' = mi = m2 = 1. Let the marginal values
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obtained be as follows:
i 1 2
bi 1 0
Vi 1 0
The value of the greedy solution obtained equals 61 + 52 = 1. Based on the constrained
marginal values alone (the i values) it is possible that the optimal value is as high as
2 (see Example 6.2). However, given knowledge of the unconstrained marginal values
(the yi values), the optimal value cannot exceed 1. To see this, assume that the element
selected by the algorithm in the first iteration is el. The fact that y2 = 0 implies that
z({el,e 2}) = z({el,e 3}) = z({el)) = 1. Submodularity implies that z({el,e2,e3}) 
z((el,e2}) +z(el,e3))-z({el}) = 1. This implies that z({e2,e3}) < z({el,e 2, e3}) < 1 by
the nondecreasing assumption. Therefore the unconstrained optimization step has enabled
us to establish the optimality of the greedy solution in this case.
We conclude this section by stating a monotonicity property of the average best con-
strained and unconstrained marginal improvements of GENERALIZED GREEDY. This is a
direct consequence of the submodularity of the objective function.
Proposition 8.1
Any application of GENERALIZED GREEDY to Problem (P) yields:
1 > 62 > ... > t;
71 > 2 > >'t.
Proof.
We prove the monotonicity of the {}~i=1 sequence only. The proof for {7}=1 is almost
identical.
Fix i E {1, ...,t - 1}. By definition, 5i = pGi-1(Xi)/ni and 3i+l = PGi(Xi+l)/ni+l. We
consider three cases:
ni = ni+l. By independence, Xi+1 is a candidate for augmentation at iteration i.
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Therefore, pGi-1(Xi) > PGi1 (Xi+1 ). By submodularity, PGi-1(Xi+1) > PGi(Xi+l).
Therefore 6i > 6i+l.
* ni < ni+l. By independence, each subset of Xi+l of cardinality ni is a candi-
date for augmentation at iteration i. Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 imply PGi-1 (Xi+1) <
ni+lPGi-1(Xi). By submodularity, pGi(Xi+l) < pGi-1(Xi+l). Therefore, 6i > 6i+l.
* ni > ni+l. By Proposition 6.2, there exists A C_ Xi such that Al = - ni+
and PGi-1 (A) > +pGi-+ -1 (Xi). By independence, A U Xi+l is a candidate for
augmentation at iteration i. Therefore, PGi-1 (Xi) > PGi-1 (A U Xi+l) = PG-1 (A) +
pG-1uA(Xi+l). By submodularity, pG(Xi+1) < PGi-1uA(Xi+l). Combining these in-
equalities yields PGi (Xi+) < PGi-1 (Xi) - pG-1 (A) < pGi-1 (Xi) - ni+l pG (Xi) =
n PpGi-1 (Xi) Therefore, Wi > 5i+1.
hi
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Chapter 9
Analysis of Bounds for Matroids
In this chapter we develop performance bounds on GENERALIZED GREEDY when applied
to Problem (P).
We first pose the question of whether bounds on the performance of GENERALIZED
GREEDY can be obtained by applying the results for STANDARD GREEDY to a transformed
problem. More specifically, given Problem (P) and step-size vectors m and n, can we
construct a modified independence system I' = (N', ') and a normalized nondecreasing
submodular function z': 2N' -1 R such that:
1. z* := max{z(S): S E } = max{z'(S): S E });
2. If G is the solution obtained by applying GREEDY(m,n) to Problem (P) and G' is
the solution obtained by applying STANDARD GREEDY to the transformed problem
max{z'(S) : S E F"} then z(G) = z'(G').
Such a transformation, if it exists, would deliver an elegant procedure for extending the
applicability of the bounds reviewed in Section 7 to the more general setting of GENERAL-
IZED GREEDY. Consider the extreme case where I = (N, F) is a matroid of rank K and
GENERALIZED GREEDY consists of a single augmentation of size K. In this special case,
the following transformation would satisfy conditions 1 and 2 above: i) define N' to be
the set obtained by enumerating all subsets of N of cardinality K, ii) define F' to consist
of all singletons corresponding to bases of I, and iii) define z'(A) := Z(UecA{Ne}) where
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Ne C N is the set of elements represented by e E N'. In general, it would seem reasonable
to create N' by enumerating all subsets corresponding to all possible step sizes in m and
n. However, we argue below that such a reduction approach does not seem to work for the
following reasons:
* The transformation F -- ' is not uniquely defined. Each basis in F would corre-
spond to a number of alternative subsets of N', and it is not clear which is the right
representation. In particular, if I is a matroid, I' might not be a matroid leading to
an inferior set of bounds.
* While the objective function transformation z'(A) := Z(UecA{Ne) yields a function
zg : 2N -- R that can easily be shown to inherit the normalization, monotonicity, and
submodularity properties of z, the reverse is not true in general. Thus, assuming these
properties on zt is tantamount to assuming a more general class of objective functions
than that assumed by properties (P4), (P5), and (P6); that is, we would be solving
a harder problem. It is arguable, however, that a relaxation of these properties is
expected because GENERALIZED GREEDY 'washes away' the need for these properties
within an augmentation.
Unable to find a transformation that works, we will derive the bounds in this section
from scratch. Our derivation, however, will build on ideas used in [NWF78], [FNW78], and
[CoC84] to analyze bounds on STANDARD GREEDY.
9.1 Comparison of Bounds
We mentioned towards the end of Section 7 that the bounds derived here are stronger than
those available in the literature. In this subsection, we make notions of sharpness and
strength of bounds more precise.
Consider any maximization problem P defined by a set of instances. For an instance
p E P, let z*(p) denote its optimal value. Suppose we have a deterministic algorithm
A that terminates with a feasible solution to problem P. Let zA(p) denote the solution
obtained by A when applied to instance p E P. The performance of the algorithm in this
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instance is the ratio . Let b P - Z, i = 1, 2, be two upper bound functions on the
performance ratio.
* A bound b is sharp if bi(p) = lim for some sequence {pi} C P.
* Bound b is stronger than bound b2 if:
1. bl(p) < b2 (p) for all p E P;
2. bl(p) < b2 (p) for some p E P; and
3. the time required to compute b is polynomial in the time required to compute
b2 for each p E P.
* A constant factor bound b1 is best possible unless P = NP if no polynomial algorithm
can achieve a better worst-case constant factor approximation assuming P NP.
From the bounds reviewed in Chapter 7, it should be clear that the 1 + a bound of
Conforti and Cornu6jols [CoC84] is stronger than the 2 bound of Fisher et al. [FNW78].
In general, one should be careful in making claims about strength. Often the final bound
derived by a researcher is a simplification of more complicated intermediate expressions in
their proof that are themselves valid bounds. It is important not to make claims about
strength by comparing final results rather than intermediate ones that were deliberately
simplified. We claim that the bounds developed in the next section are truly stronger than
many reported in Table (7.2).
9.2 Matroid Bound
In this section we assume that I = (N, .F) is a matroid and derive our main performance
bound for GENERALIZED GREEDY when applied to matroids.
Before presenting a formal statement of the bound, we first attempt an 'intuitive' expla-
nation of why a greedy type algorithm could be expected to perform 'reasonably well' under
the matroid assumption. An obvious weakness of a greedy approach is that intermediate
solutions are not revised, they are simply augmented. Any greedy algorithm thus runs the
risk of getting locked in a partial solution that offers very small potential for improvement.
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The advantage of submodularity, however, is that the largest gains are achieved at the be-
ginning (Proposition 8.1), precisely when the algorithm is constrained the least. Contrast
this with a supermodular function where the entire value of a set could be due to the final
element added. Submodularity reduces the need to look far ahead.
A second explanation is that the matroid assumption, in particular the growth property
(P3), ensures a high level of 'connectivity' among the feasible sets. Put differently, a
partial greedy solution can still incorporate elements from the best basis. This helps
prevent intermediate solutions from getting completely locked into a bad neighborhood.
This is evident in a number of 'exchange / replacement' type results developed for matroids
that we state here and use in the proof of the performance bound. The following exchange
result was proven by Brylawski [Bry73], Greene [Gre73] and Woodall [Woo74].
Proposition 9.1 (Brylawski [Bry73], Greene [Gre73], and Woodall [Woo74])
Let A and B be two bases of a matroid. If A is partitioned into A1 and A2 then B can
be partitioned into B1 and B2 such that A1 U B 2 and A2 U B 1 are bases.
The following replacement result is due to Greene and Magnanti [GrM75].
Proposition 9.2 (Greene and Magnanti [GrM75])
Let A and B be two bases of a matroid. If A is partitioned into {A1, A2, ..., Al} then B
can be partitioned into B1, B2, ..., B1} such that (A\Ai) U Bi is a base for each i = 1,...,1.
The following observation is a consequence of property (P3/) for matroids.
Proposition 9.3
In Propositions 9.1 and 9.2, we necessarily have Ai = Bil for all i.
Proof.
First consider Proposition 9.1. Property (P3/) implies that
A1 U B 2 1 = IA 2 U B1 1 =K,
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where K is the matroid rank. Moreover, the fact that (A 1, A2) is a partition of A and
(B 1 , B2 ) is a partition of B implies
K = IAUA 2 1 = IA+ IA21, and
K = IB1UB2 =IB1 + B2
Clearly,
K = IA2 U B1l < lA2 1 + IB1l = K-IA1 + IB1I, and
K = IA1UB2l < IAl+JB2 =K-A 2 j+lB2 .
By summing the above two inequalities it is clear that they must hold with equality. There-
fore, A11 = B1l and A2 = B2 1.
Now consider the same argument for Proposition 9.2.
K = (A\Ai) Bil < IA\Ail + Bil = K -A + Bil, i = 1,...,l
By summing the above 1 inequalities and noting that Et=, IAil = E= Bil, we conclude
that each inequality must hold with equality, and thus IAi = BiBI, i = 1, ..., 1. i
We now state the main result of this section. The reader is referred to Chapter 6 for
definition of the notation used. The proof of this result builds on ideas used in [NWF78],
[FNW78], and [CoC84] to analyze bounds for STANDARD GREEDY.
Proposition 9.4
Let I = (N, F) be a matroid of rank K and let z: 2N -- R be a normalized nondecreasing
submodular function. Suppose GREEDY(m, n) is applied to Problem (P). For each i E
{O,...,t- 1}, let Li be any subset of {1, ...,i}'. Define ni := jL nj and
mi+l if IGi - mi+i < ni < IGi,
ti := IGil - nLi otherwise.
1 We adopt the convention that {1, ..., i} = 0 if i = 0.
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Then, the following bound on the optimal value z* holds:
z* < min [z(Gi) + (K - Gil) 6i+ + dL, i+l + Aj].
-- i{O,...,t-1} jCLi
Proof.
Let S denote an optimal solution to Problem (P) that is maximal (with respect to
inclusion). For i = 0, the bound holds by noting that z* = z(q) +p(S) < z() + (K/nl) 61
by Proposition (6.2). Fix i E {1,...,t- 1}. {Gi,G\G i} defines a partition of G. By
Proposition 9.1, there exists a partition {S 1, S2} of S such that Gi U Si is a base. 1S11 =
K- Gil and S21 = IGiJ.
Now we define a standard operation on matroids. Let I := (N, F) be a matroid. For
any A C N, the contraction of I with respect to A is the set system I/A := (N\A, F')
where C C N\A is an element of ' if and only if C U B E F for some maximal set B C A
(maximal with respect to I). It can be shown that I/A is a matroid (see, for example,
Schrijver [SchO3]).
Consider the matroid I/Si := (N\S1, ') obtained by contracting S1. Clearly, Gi and
S2 are bases of II/S1. Recall that Xj is the augmentation performed by GREEDY(m,n)
at iteration j. Given partition {X1,...,Xi} of Gi, let {S2, ..., 2} be a partition of S2
satisfying the property stated in Proposition 9.2; that is, (Gi\Xj)US2 E ' and Xjl = JS1l
for each j E {1,..., i}. Given Li, define S2 := UjELi S2, and G' := UjLi Xj.
Clearly, {S1,S2\S2, S2} is a partition of S. Therefore,
z(S) = z(Gi u ) - ps(G)
< z(Gi) + PGi(S1) + PG,(S2\S2) + PG,(S2) - ps(G )
< z(G) +PG(S1) +PG(S2\S) + PG(S) - ps(G), (9.1)
where the first inequality holds because z (or more precisely, PGi) is submodular and the
second inequality holds because z is nondecreasing. We next bound the terms in the
right-hand side of inequality (9.1).
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Proposition 6.2 implies
PGi (S1) < Si+l = (K- GI) i+1i.
ni+l
(9.2)
To bound the term PGi(S 2\S2), we consider separately three cases:
Case i) EjeL, nj = Gil: Here, IS2\S2I = 0. Therefore, pGi(S2\S2) = 0 = di., 7 i+l.
Case ii) IGi - mi+ < EjZL, nj < Gil: Here, 0 < IS2\S2 < mi+l. Therefore,
pGi (S2\S2) < yi+l = dL 7i+l-
Case iii) EjeL, nj < G -mi+l. Here, IS2\S21 > mi+l. Therefore, PGi(S2\S2 ) <
i\+s ui+l = (IG I EjeL nj) ZL i+l = diL, i+l
Therefore in all three cases,
pGi (2\s2) < dLi, i+ - (9.3)
Finally, we bound the term pGi(S2) - ps(G'). Recall that (Gi\Xj) U S2 E ' and
IXjl = S2j for each j E {1,...,i). This implies that S1 U (Gi\Xj) U S2 E F for each
j E {1,...,i}. In particular, Gj-1 U S E F for each j E {1,2,...,i}. Therefore S2 is a
candidate for augmentation at iteration j. The operation of GREEDY(m,n) guarantees
that pGj-' (S) < bj. Denote S2 n Gi by A. Therefore,
psi(S2)-p,(c) < E PGi(s2j\Aj)-PS(G)PG(s ps(G') < z p-(S \A )-ps(G')
< E PGj- (S2\Aj) - ps(GI)jELi
[PGj-1(5 ) - PGi-lU(S2\Aj)(A )] - s(G)jELi
< j -3 PG-lu(S2\Aj)(Aj) - PS(G')
< E J- E PN\Xj(Aj)- ps(G')jELi jGLi
< 6E - E PN\Xj(Aj) - E PN\(Xj\Aj)(XJ\Aj)jEL jELi jELi
E [j - PN\Xj (Xj)]jELi
E Aj.jELi (9.4)
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Substituting 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 into 9.1 yields the statement of the proposition. m
9.3 Selection of Li
Different choices of the set Li could lead to different bounds in Proposition 9.4. The
problem of choosing the values of Li yielding the tightest bound is, in general, nontrivial
to solve. For each i E {1, ..., t - 1}, we can formalize the best choice of Li by the following
mixed-integer program:
i
min77i+l dL, + Aj yj,
j=1
iy < Eyj,
j=1
dL > mi+l (1 - y),
dL, Gi-E njyj -My,j=l
y E {0,1},
yj {0,1}, j=1,...,i,
di > 0.
where M is a sufficiently large positive scalar. The above optimization problem has i + 1
binary variables, y and yj j = 1,..., i, and one continuous variable dLi. The condition y = 1
is equivalent to the condition EjLi nj = GiJ is true. The condition yj = 1 represents
j E Li. If y = 1 then yj = 1 for all j and the minimization sets dLi = O. Otherwise, the
optimization is free to construct Li and sets d i = max(mi+l, Gil - ZjCL nj) as required.
An alternative to solving the optimization problem above is the following heuristic:
Algorithm 9.1
1. Order the elements {1, 2, ...,i) in nondecreasing order of Ai. Let this permutation be
denoted (Pl,p2, ..., pi);
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2. For each j e (1, ..., i, compute the bound of Proposition 9.4 with Li = U=lpl. Call
this bound B(j). Define B(O) to equal the bound with Li = q;
3. Set Li := Ull pi where j* := arg min B(j).
Note that this procedure yields the best value of Li when mi = 1 Vi. Let the value of
Li computed using the above procedure be denoted Li.
9.4 Application to Standard Greedy
We next apply Proposition 9.4 to a number of special cases, showing that our result implies
the bounds in Table (7.2). We assume throughout that Algorithm 9.1 is used to compute
Li.
First consider the case of STANDARD GREEDY applied to ZsIFu. Here t = K and
ni = mi = 1 for all i. Note that in this case = 3i. Applying Proposition 9.4 yields:
z* < min [z(Gi ) + (K - IGI) 6i+l + di i+l + E Aj]
jELi
< min [z(Gi) + (K - ++  ) i+ + E j]
= min [z(Gi) + (K - IGi) i+ + {il yi+l]
min [z(Gi ) + K 6i+].
iE{O,...,K-1} 
where the second inequality follows from the fact that Algorithm 9.1 is optimal when mi = 1
for all i. The resulting set of inequalities, z* < min [z(Gi) + K i+l] leads to a
iE{O,...,K-1}
[1 - []K]-l < el performance guarantee (see [Wo182] for proof of this statement).
We now consider the case of STANDARD GREEDY applied to ZSIFM. Applying Propo-
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sition 9.4:
z* < min [z(Gi) + (K - IGi) 6i+l + dii i+l + E Aj]
< z(Gt-1 )+ (K- IGt-1l)6t+dt'-l7 + Aj
-Lt-1 jELt-1
z(Gt-') + (K - IGt-ll))t + d,...,-1 } + A
= z(G t- ) + (K - IGt-1I) a + Aj
j==
t
< z(Gt)+ E j
j=1
< z(Gt)[l +c].
where the next to last inequality follows from the fact At > O. The last inequality
follows from the definition of a. Specifically, letting Gt = {gl,g2, ..., gt},
t t
E Aj = [6j - PN\Xj(Xj)],j=1 j=1
t
: (o)- t E pN\j(gj),= z(Gt   P \gj (9j),
3=1
<z(G)-(1- a) 6j
j=1
a z(Gt).
Finally, consider the complete enumeration case; that is the case where t = 1 and
n' = K. Substituting in Proposition 9.4 for i = 1 and noting that -y = 61, Lo := , and
dz = 0 yields z* < zG as expected.
Proposition 9.4 provides the most general result of the performance of greedy-type al-
gorithms to Problem (P) when I is a matroid, unifying the results in Table (7.2), and
extending them to multi-unit augmentations.
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Chapter 10
Extensions
In this chapter, we extend the analysis of the previous chapter in two directions. The
first is by defining a continuous extension of Problem (P) and the second is by considering
general independence systems. The bounds developed are specific to STANDARD GREEDY.
10.1 Continuous Extension
In this section we derive a specialized version of Proposition 9.4 that bounds the optimal
value of a relaxation of Problem (P) with respect to the solution produced by STANDARD
GREEDY. This implies that some of the matroid bounds in Table (7.2) hold with respect
to the relaxed problem.
We review the following notation: B := {0, 1}; Mt denotes the transpose of matrix M;
X, denotes the incidence vector of S C N; n := IN; vi denotes the component of a vector
v E RTn corresponding to i E N; v(S) := EiEs vi, VS C N; and x V y denotes the vector
whose jth component is max(xj, yj).
The independent set polytope, P, associated with a matroid of rank function r, is the
convex hull of the incidence vectors of all independent sets of the matroid. It is well known
that the independent set polytope can be expressed as Pr := {x ERn+: x(S) < r(S), VS C
N}. Therefore, the set of incidence vectors of the independent sets of the matroid is given
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by Pr n Bn. Problem (P) can be cast as the following integer program:
z* := max {z(S): XsEPr n l}. (P)
Let U denote the n x 12NI zero-one matrix whose columns are the incidence vectors of
all subsets of N. Similarly, let E g12N I denote the vector whose elements correspond to
the values of the function z, that is Cs := z(S), VS C N. For each x E [0, 1]', define
A(x) := {A E RlZ2NI : U A = x, 1 T =1}. We now define the following extension of z. The
function : [0, 1]n" - R is defined as
z(x) := max{(T AX: A E A(x)}. (LP1)
Clearly, T(Xs) = z(S) for all S C N. It is worth noting here that for submodular functions,
the well-known Lovasz extension is given by min{(T ,: A E A(x)}.
The following optimization problem is a continuous relaxation of P:
T* := max {z(x): x EPr}. (P)
Note that z* > z*. We next provide an example where z* > z*.
Example 10.1
N = {el, e2, e3, e4}. The function z is defined in the table below.
A
{el}
{e2}
{e3}
{e4}
{ei, e2}
{e, e 3 }
{(e, e4}
z(A)
0
2
2
2
3
4
4
4
A
{e2, e3 }
{e2, e4}
{e3, e4}
{e,, e2, e3}
{e, e2, e4}
{ei, e3 , e4 }
{e2, e3, e4 }
N
z(A)
4
4
4
6
5
5
5
6
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
I

It can be verified that this function is normalized, nondecreasing, and submodular. Now
define the matroid I := (N, F) by all subsets of N having cardinality 2 or less; that is
F= { {el}, { {e2 },e, l{e3 },,e 4 {ee}, {e 3 , ei e, {e, e3 }, e2, e4}, {e3, e4}}.
Clearly, z* = 4. However, the optimal solution to Problem (P) is (, 2, , ), yielding
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z(e1 1 + ({e 4 })z({el,e2,e3}) + 2 z({e4})
=4.5
In general, we are not aware of an efficient procedure for computing z*. By 'efficient
procedure' we mean one that requires a number of calls to the function z that is polynomial
in n. Hence our motivation for studying the relaxed problem, (P), is not to provide upper
bounds on the discrete problem, (P), but rather to view it as a problem in its own right
arising in certain contexts (such as the example provided next) and to prove that STANDARD
GREEDY provides a constant factor approximation.
Example 10.2
Bikhchandani and Mamer [BiM97] address the problem of existence of competitive equi-
libria in exchange economies. For purposes of this example, we restrict attention to the
case of a single seller, multiple buyers, and one unit per item. This is essentially the set up
of the combinatorial auction problem discussed in Section 6.3.1. We have seen that finding
an efficient allocation for this problem is a special case of Problem (P). In [BiM97], the
existence of market clearing prices is related to the optimal value of an accompanying prob-
lem where items are made 'divisible'; that is, agents can be assigned fractions of bundles.
It can be shown that, in this context, the allocation problem with indivisibilities corresponds
exactly to Problem (P). Bikhchandani and Mamer [BiM97] show that market clearing
prices exist if and only if z* = z*; that is indivisibilities do not yield any improvement in
allocation efficiency. Kelso and Crawford [KeC82] provide an example with submodular
preferences where z* < *. Lehmann [LehO2] shows that, for submodular preferences, the
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allocation value, z G, produced by the sequential single single-item auction mechanism out-
lined in Section 6.3.1 is bounded as follows: z G > -*. This strengthens Proposition 6.4 by
Lehmann, Lehmann, and Nisan [LLNO02 and implies z* > *. This result is generalized
in Proposition 10.8 of this section.
The next two propositions show that the extension function T inherits from the original
function z the monotonicity property as well as a form of 'continuous submodularity'.
Proposition 10.1
If 0 x y 1 then z(x) < (y).
Proof.
First consider the case where y = x + 8e where 0 > 0 and e is a unit vector in the
ith direction. Suppose z(x) = T A where A E A(x). Unless x = 1, there must exist
components Ai of the vector A whose ith component is equal to zero. By switching the
value of some of these components to 1 (and possibly splitting some of the Aj) one can
construct a new vector A' E A(y). By monotonicity of z, z(x) < T A,' < (y). Finally,
we note that for any x < y, repeating the above argument component-wise proves the
proposition. ·
The following result is an intermediate step in proving Proposition 10.3.
Proposition 10.2
Let O < x < y < y + 6 < 1 where x E B. Suppose that (y + 6) = CTA where
A E A(y + 6)). Then there exists scalars ru,v, Vu, v E Bn where x < v < u, satisfying:
E E 7ru,vV = y,
uEBn vEBn:x<v<u
E 7u,v = As, VS C N, u = Xs,
vGBn:x<v<u
~u,v > O, Vu,v E B, x < v < u.
Proof.
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First note that Xs > x for all S C N such that As > 0 because IT A =1. We next
prove the proposition by induction on the number, k, of non-zero components of the vector
d. The proposition obviously holds for k = 0 because, in this case, = 0 and setting
7ru,, = s if v = u = Xs, and 0 otherwise, satisfies the statement of the proposition. Now
suppose the proposition holds for k = k'. For k = k' + 1, assume without loss of generality
that the first k' + 1 elements of 6 are positive. Let 61 be the value of the first component
of 6, let d' be the vector derived from 6 by replacing 61 by 0, and set y' := y + ( - ').
Applying the induction hypothesis to 0 < x < y' < y + a = y' + 6' < 1, there exists scalars
7r'U, Vu, v E B n where x < v < u, satisfying:
E E r'v V = y,
uEBn vEBn:x<v<u
E ru7C,V=As, VS C N,u = X s,
vEBn:x<v<u
1rUV > 0, Vu,v E B n ,x < v < u .
y' differs from y in only the first component. Since 61 > 0, there exists a pair u,v
such that the first component of v equals 1 and rv > 0. Let v' be the vector derived
from v by changing the first component from 1 to 0. Perform the following update:
7ru,v := 7ru,v - min(r',v, 61) and r' I := 7r' V + min(r' ,v, s1). By repeating this process
a finite number of times, we end up with a set of scalars that satisfy the conditions of the
proposition. ·
Proposition 10.3
Suppose 0 < x < y < y + 6 < 1 where x E Bn. Then the following inequality holds:
T(y + ) - (y) < -(x + ) - (x).
Proof.
Let T(y + 5) = CT A where A E A(y + d)}. Let ru,v be a set of scalars satisfying the
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conditions of Proposition 10.2. Therefore,
z(y + 6) - T(y) = E As z(S) - z(y)
SCN
uEBn veBn:x<v<u
uEBn vEBn:x<v<u
= E E ~u
uEBn vCBn:x<v<u
uCBn vCBn:x<v<u< E E · uuEBn vBn:x<v<u
V Z(u) -(y)
,V (u) - E E 7UV (V)
uEBn veBn:x<v<u
,V[(U) - Z(V) 
,V[ (X + (U- V)) - (X)]
where the last inequality follows from the submodularity of z, the definition of z, and the
fact that x < v < u. Note that the scalars 7ru,v form a set of valid convexity weights
because they are nonnegative and E ruv = E As = 1. Also, note that
uCBn vEBn:x<v<u SCN
E E Z uv(x + u - v) = x + (y +6)-y = x + 6.
uCBn vCBn:x<v<u
Therefore,
E E Tu,V(x + (u - )) < (x + ).
uEBn vEBn:x<v<u
Combining this with the above inequality yields the statement of the proposition. ·
We conjecture the following generalization of Proposition 10.3:
Conjecture 10.1
Suppose 0 < x < y < y + 6 < 1. Then the following inequality holds:
z(y + 6) - (y) < (x + 6) - (x).
A corollary of Proposition 10.3 is that z(.) is subadditive.
Proposition 10.4
t t
Suppose = < 1 for some t E RZ+, i = 1,...t. Then, (O) < Zz(O).
i=l i=
Proof.
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1_1
Consider first the case where t = 2. Substitute x = 0, y = 01, and 6 = 02 in Proposition
10.3. Because i(O) = 0, this yields T(8) < (801) + (801). The result follows by induction
on t. ·
We next state a well known result pertaining to polymatroids. For a proof, the reader
is referred to [SchO3].
Proposition 10.5 (see [SchO3])
Let Pr be a polymatroid associated with some matroid whose rank function is r: 2N -- .
An element x E Pr is maximal (with respect to <) if and only if x(N) = r(N).
The following exchange result is due to Faigle [Fai84] and provides a continuous analogue
to Proposition 9.1:
Proposition 10.6 (Faigle [Fai84])
Let Pr be any polymatroid. If x, y E Pr with x = x 1 + x2 where x1 , x2 E Pr, then there
exists yl,y2 E P such that y = yl +y 2, and x1 + yl, x 2 + y2 E Pr.
A simple approach to finding a good feasible solution to Problem (P) (equivalently,
Problem (P)) is the standard best-in greedy algorithm expressed below in terms vector
notation:
Algorithm 10.1 VECTOR STANDARD GREEDY
Initialize i := O; Select go := 0;
While gi(N) < r(N) do
{ Set i := i + 1;
Select x i = arg max {((gi-l + 6) - (gi-1) : gi-1 + 6 E Pr and 6(N) = 1);
Set gi := gi-l + xi. }.
It is important to note that at each iteration of the above algorithm, an integral aug-
mentation xi exists that maximizes marginal improvement. Therefore, gi is integral at each
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stage of the algorithm and the sequence of partial solutions produced corresponds exactly
to that generated by STANDARD GREEDY when applied to Problem (P).
We now state the two main results of this section.
Proposition 10.7
Suppose VECTOR STANDARD GREEDY is applied to solve Problem (P) assuming the
underlying matroid is uniform. Let zG denote the value of the solution produced. Then
T* < e
zG - e- 
Proof.
Let t := r(N). Because the function is nondecreasing (Proposition 10.1), we can
restrict attention to a maximal optimal solution, w, where w(N) = t by Proposition 10.5.
Therefore, w can be expressed as Y=- wi where wi(N) = 1 Vi. Let g denote the solu-
tion produced by VECTOR STANDARD GREEDY. Clearly, this solution is also maximal.
Furthermore, g is integral.
For each i E {0, ..., t - 1} the following relations hold:
T(w) = (g)+pgi (w)
< (gi)+ =lPgi(wj)
< T(g )+E=lpgi(x )
-= (gi)+t pgi(xi).
The first inequality holds by Proposition 10.1, the second inequality holds by Proposition
10.4, and the final inequality holds by definition of VECTOR STANDARD GREEDY. The
t inequalities formed above by taking i = 0,, ...,t - 1, was shown by Wolsey [Wo182] to
imply a bound of e/(e - 1) on z(w)/z(g). 
Proposition 10.8
Suppose VECTOR STANDARD GREEDY is applied to solve Problem (P). Let zG denote
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the value of the solution produced. Then
z- _< 2.
Proof.
Let t := r(N). Because the function z is nondecreasing (Proposition 10.1), we can
restrict attention to a maximal optimal solution, w, where w(N) = t by Proposition 10.5.
Let g denote the solution produced by GREEDY(m, n) with n = 1. Clearly, this solution
is also maximal.
Let 0 := (w V g) - g. Note that 0 < w and, therefore, ' E Pr. We will assume
that O(N) = t. Recall that gi denotes the partial greedy solution constructed at the end
of iteration i. Applying Proposition 10.6 recursively, there exists a collection of vectors
{9i)%i= with the property that:
0 := 1 +02 +... +t; and
gi-1 + O E P Vi = 1, ... , t.
i
Let Oi := 0 6j. We have,j=l
* = (w)
< z(w V g)
= z(g + 0)
z(g) + [S (g + Ei)-(g + oE-')]
i=l
< z(g) + [: (gi- +i)-_(gi-l)]
i=l
< 2(g) + [ (g -l+xi)(gi-)]i=l
= 2 (g).
The next to last inequality follows from Proposition 10.3 by taking x := gi-, y := g +E i-l,
and 6 := 0 i. The last inequality follows from the greedy property of the algorithm. ·
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10.2 Independence Systems
In this section, we consider general independence systems and construct a bound on the
performance of STANDARD GREEDY based on the rank quotient q. The proof of this
result builds on ideas used by Hausmann, Korte, and Jenkyns [HKJ80] and Conforti and
Cornu6jols [CoC84].
Proposition 10.9
Let I = (N, F) be an independence system of rank quotient q and let z: 2N R1Z be a
normalized nondecreasing submodular function. Suppose STANDARD GREEDY is applied to
Problem (P). Then, the following bound holds:
z* 1
zG -+a.
Proof.
Let G = {gl,g2, ..., gt denote the maximal solution produced by STANDARD GREEDY,
and for any i E {1,...,t} let Gi = {gl, g2,...,gi} denote the partial solution at the end of
iteration i. G =- . Let S denote a maximal optimal solution. For each i E {O,...,t},
define Si C S\G i to be the maximal subset of S\G i for which Gi U {e} E T' Ve E Si. By
the independence assumption,
S=SO°D S1 D... DSt=.
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Let {si)}=l be the partition of S defined by i := Si-1\Si. Note that if gi E S then gi E s .
A bound on z* can be derived as follows:
z* - z(S)
= z(S U G) - ps(G\S)
= z(G) + PG(S\G) - ps(G\S)
t
< z(G) + pC(s \gi) - ps(G\S)
t
< z(G) + E pGi- (s\gi) - ps(G\S)
i=l
t
= z(G) + El[pG--(si) - PGi-u(si\gi)(S n gi)]- ps(G\S)i=l
t t
< z(G) + pGi-l () g)- E PN\ (i i) - PN\g (9i)i=l i=l gi~S
t t
< z(G) + E PGi- (s) - pN\g (9i)i=l i=l
t t
< z(G) + E Is'l 6i - E PN\gi(gi)
i=l i=l
Isl i + Ai.i=l i=l
where the last inequality follows from the fact that Gi- 1 U si- l E F.
By definition of the total curvature a, Ei=l Ai < ca z G (see Section 9.4 for details). To
t
bound the term lsl bi, we note that for each i E {1, ...,t}, Gi is maximal in GiU(S\S) by
i=1
definition of 5'( Furthermore, by independence, S\Si E j. Therefore, S\ 5 i1 < i/q. By
Proposition 8.1, the worst bound would correspond to Isi[ = 1/q for all i. To summarize,
t t
Z* < ZlsI6a+Zi
i=l i=l
< zG +azG
q
yielding the result of the Proposition. ·
Recalling the result by Hausmann at al. stated in Proposition 6.3 that q > 1, where
p is the minimum number of matroids into which I can be decomposed, the bound of
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Proposition 10.9 is stronger than the p + a bound of Conforti and Cornu6jols [CoC84]. It
should be pointed out that for some independence systems the difference between 1 and
p can be arbitrarily large. Korte and Hausmann [KoH78] have shown that < 2 for the
matching independence system. More recently, Fekete et al. [FFS03] have shown that
p E Q(loglogn) for matching independence systems where n is the number of vertices.
Therefore, for large graphs, the difference between both bounds is arbitrarily large. 1
'I thank Professor Andreas Schulz for pointing out the paper by Fekete et al. and its implication for the
strength of this bound.
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Chapter 11
Part II Summary and Future
Directions
11.1 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of Part II research can be summarized as follows:
1. We analyze the performance of a generalized greedy algorithm that incrementally
augments the current solution by adding subsets of arbitrary variable cardinality. At
one extreme this algorithm is the same as STANDARD GREEDY. At the other extreme
it is synonymous with complete enumeration. This yields a family of algorithms
that represents a continuum of trade-offs between optimality and tractability. This
analysis is restricted to the case where I is a matroid;
2. We define a continuous relaxation of the discrete problem of maximizing a submodular
function over a matroid, and show that previously known performance bounds for
STANDARD GREEDY when I is a matroid in fact apply with respect to the relaxed
problem. This is analogous to bounding the gap between the greedy solution and the
LP relaxation for integer programs;
3. We derive a new performance bound for STANDARD GREEDY when I is a general
independence system. The bound is in terms of the rank quotient of the independence
system and strengthens a previously known result.
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11.2 Future Directions
We conclude by posing a number of extensions and open problems emerging from this
research:
* How can Proposition 9.4 be extended to general independence systems yielding, as a
special case, Proposition 10.9?
* What is a good sequence of constrained and unconstrained step sizes to use GENER-
ALIZED GREEDY? Do some choices dominate others in terms of bound quality and
tractability? How can the choice of step sizes be performed dynamically?
* Is there a polynomial time algorithm for Problem (P) that has a constant factor per-
formance guarantee better than 2? Alternatively, is there a hardness of approximation
threshold of 2 under the assumption P NP?
* Are the bounds on Z*/z*implied by the results of Chapter 10 tight?
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